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ABSTRACT
Nonlinear effects arising in High Temperature Superconductors (HTS) under
elevated electromagnetic signal power levels can significantly limit HTS superior
microwave characteristics. Understanding the extent of those limitations and possibly
predicting them by modelling microwave properties of high temperature superconductors
can yield a substantial advantage at early stages of microwave device design and
manufacturing. Therefore, one of the main objectives of this thesis is to investigate if it is
feasible to expand modelling of microwave properties of superconductors including
nonlinear effects in more details. In addition, an experimental investigation was conducted
in this thesis focusing on the question if there is any HTS material that exhibits smaller
nonlinear effects than found in the widely utilised YBa2Cu3O7 (YBCO) superconductor.

A novel approach towards the development of an advanced lumped element model
of HTS materials that can accurately represent nonlinear effects in a microwave resonator is
presented in this thesis. The theoretical model engineered by the author, more
comprehensively represents superconducting phenomena than the standard two-fluid model.
Simulation results demonstrated close correspondence with the measured characteristics of
HTS films under test. The developed model could be suitable for advanced CAD tools
applicable for design of HTS electronic circuits, that need to take into account the complex
nature of nonlinear effects.

In reference to the experimental investigation, microwave properties of YBa2Cu3O7
thin films and improved NdBa2Cu3O7 (NdBCO) thin films on MgO substrates were
examined by the author. In addition, a comprehensive microwave investigation of YBCO
and NdBCO microstrip resonators manufactured at Tsinghua University (China) utilising
thin films, manufactured in the same laboratory (Ceraco) using the same thermal coevaporation technique, was also conducted. The measurements for the thin films and
resonators were performed at frequencies of 25GHz and 2.1GHz respectively, as a function
of temperature and varying RF input power (from -5dBm to +30dBm). A thorough analysis
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of the onset of nonlinear effects in YBCO and NdBCO thin films and resonators is presented
and comparatively discussed. The performed investigations show that NdBCO thin films
and NdBCO resonators demonstrated higher values of the onset of nonlinearities than
YBCO thin films and YBCO resonators. Smaller nonlinear effects observed in NdBCO
films and NdBCO microstrip resonators could give them an advantage over YBCO films
and resonators for applications in microwave circuits.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

A number of electronic devices and systems being used around the world
continues to increase at an astounding rate. Our society and lifestyles are quickly
forced to evolve into a globally networked economy, a development that is being
shaped by the convergence of electronic systems, computing power, advanced
materials and communication technologies. Such rapid developments coupled with
limited available technological resources have created needs for both improving the
system performance and developing materials with enhanced microwave properties
to better address the technological demands of the current generation. High
Temperature Superconductor (HTS) compounds provide prospects for such
improvements and developments to be achieved.

A very brief history of superconductivity, HTS and their applications follows,
to establish a foundation for the objectives of this thesis.

The phenomenon of superconductivity was first unexpectedly discovered by
Onnes in 1911 [1] in mercury at the temperature below 4.19K, while conducting
investigation on resistance of platinum, gold and mercury at very low temperatures.
For this ground-breaking discovery Onnes was awarded the Nobel Prize only two
years later, in 1913.

Superconductivity is characterised by two key fundamental attributes, that
differentiate it from normal conductivity, such as the suddenly vanishing electrical
resistance that becomes zero at Direct Current (DC) below the critical temperature
(TC), and the perfect diamagnetism - spontaneous exclusion of external magnetic
fields, first detected in 1933 and known as the ‘Meissner effect’ [2]. These unique
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characteristics of superconducting state occur in the phase region below certain
critical values of external magnetic field (HC), current density (JC), and frequency (fC).

The discovery of superconductivity was one of the fundamental scientific
achievements of the 20th century, opening the way to exciting new applications in
electronics and beyond. In 1913, superconductivity was found in lead below 7K, and
later in niobium nitride below 16K. During seventy-five years after the discovery of
superconductivity, a significant number (more than 5000) of compounds, elements
and alloys were discovered to be superconducting. The maximum critical temperature
achieved was 23K in Nb3Ge [3]. Such low temperatures were achievable only with
expensive liquid helium.

While discovered in 1911, the effective understanding of the superconducting
phenomenon occurred only in 1957 [4], when a Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS)
theory explaining the superconducting current as a superfluid of Cooper pairs was
proposed, the concept that received the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1972. Due to the
severe cryogenic requirements at that time, only a few very specialised applications
of superconductors were developed, such as microwave mixers and detectors for
highly challenging radio astronomy applications; and superconducting magnets for
high-energy physics and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) applications.
Enthusiasm for research and applications of superconductivity was renewed
in 1986 with the surprising discovery of High Temperature superconductivity in
copper oxides (cuprates) [5], which are poor conductors. La2BaCuO4 (LBCO)
exhibited the critical temperature of 30K, and this discovery received the Nobel Prize
one year later, in 1987. The same year, a new superconducting cuprate was developed,
YBa2Cu3O7 (YBCO) [6], that exhibited superconductivity at temperatures up to 92K,
a material widely used now mostly in a thin film form.
For High Temperature Superconductors (HTS) with TC above 77K, liquid
nitrogen could be used for cooling, significantly decreasing the costs. Hence, since
the discovery of High Temperature Superconductors, substantial efforts have been
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made towards the development of superconductive applications. These include such
areas as Information and Electronics with custom microwave systems,
superconducting transistors, satellite technology and mobile communication
developments [7, 8]; Defence with advanced radars and deep space detection [9];
Medical Care with MRI and SQUID for living body measurements [9]; Environment
and Energy with applications in power generators, current limiters, superconducting
magnetic energy storage and large magnet for nuclear fusion furnace [9];
Transportation with magnetically levitated transportation [9]. The most recent
development, of the 17-Qubit superconducting computer chip, by Intel in the late 2017
[10] presents an important step towards the realisation of quantum computing. In this
dissertation, a focus is on the Information and Electronics area of the applications,
specifically on microwave superconducting devices.
A wide range of HTS circuits operating at microwave frequencies have been
developed and built, such as filters, mixers, delay lines and antennas. Superconducting
materials are appealing for implementation in passive microwave circuits for a
number of reasons. First, it is their surface resistance (RS), very low in comparison to
the best conventional materials [11]. For example, the YBa2Cu3O7 superconductor,
used in microwave applications, exhibits the surface resistance at 1GHz of nearly
1x10-6W versus copper of approximately 3x10-3W under equivalent conditions [11].
Second, it is their high critical current density (JC) in high quality superconducting
films. These performances enable microwave HTS filters to possess exceptional
characteristics, such as very low insertion losses, extremely high out-of-band
rejections, very narrow bandwidth, very steep skirt slopes, and compact resonant
structures with extremely high quality factors [12]. Taking advantage of the low-loss
properties of superconductors, the fabrication of microwave circuits in a more
compact geometry than their normal-metal counterparts is feasible.

However, despite the superior characteristics of HTS superconductors at low
power levels, an increase of the losses at elevated microwave powers, referred to as
the nonlinear phenomenon, degrade the performance of high-power HTS microwave
devices. The nonlinearity appears in the form of a dependence of the surface
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impedance (ZS) of superconductors on the input RF power level, which was also
observed in low TC superconductors [13, 14]. Nonlinear effects in HTS thin films have
been observed and analysed by several researchers [15-24] and found that they might
be caused by one or more of the following phenomena: thermal effects, weak links,
non-homogeneities, non-equilibrium excitation, unconventional pairing and others.
Each of the above phenomena occurs under certain conditions and can be described
by either linear, quadratic and exponential dependence on the RF magnetic field.

Simple modelling of the superconducting phenomenon is usually done using
a lumped element equivalent circuit based on the two fluid model [25], consisting of
a resistor representing the current flow of normal electrons and an inductor
representing superconducting Cooper pairs. While this model (in the basic form or in
its modifications [26-27]) represents the basic phenomena of superconductivity very
well despite its simplicity, it does not accurately characterise the nonlinear effects.
More precise modelling of the nonlinear behaviour of HTS materials could allow for
more accurate simulation of HTS based circuits and hence better design of HTS filters.

Thus, the first aim of this dissertation was to develop an advanced lumped
element model of microwave properties of superconducting materials including
nonlinear effects for the purpose of application of the model to analysis of
performance of HTS circuits.

The second goal of this thesis was to investigate if there is any other HTS
material that exhibits smaller nonlinear effects than found in the widely used YBCO
superconductor that could be used in microwave superconducting circuits.

The

commercial

microwave

implementation

of

High

Temperature

Superconducting thin films demands double-sided homogeneous films on large areas
with low surface resistance. Since the discovery of HTS materials, the YBa2Cu3O7
compound has been unquestionably the most widely researched of the rare-earth
copper oxide materials, leading to its dominance in the market of microwave
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applications. This was due to commercial availability of high quality YBCO films.
However, development of HTS films with better power handling capabilities than
those observed in YBCO films would be highly beneficial for microwave devices.

The bulk NdBa2Cu3O7 (NdBCO) cuprate, first developed in 1987 [28],
exhibited a higher critical temperature (~94K) than YBCO [29, 30], and a higher
critical current density (JC) [31-33]. The surface resistance (RS) of NdBCO films on
MgO substrate was reported as low as 230µW at 10GHz and 77K [30], lower than of
YBCO films (typically 300-400µW at 10GHz and 77K [31]). Hence, the NdBCO thin
films could be good candidates for applications for microwave circuits. However,
nonlinear properties of NdBCO cuprates have never been examined in the past, to the
author’s knowledge.

Therefore, in this dissertation, single sided NdBCO thin films were selected to
be investigated to establish if they exhibited smaller nonlinear effects than the YBCO
thin films. Microwave investigation was based on measurements of the quality factor
Q0 (and subsequent calculation of the surface resistance) as a function of temperature
and microwave input power. To achieve high accuracy of microwave measurements
of HTS films the Hakki-Coleman dielectric resonator [34] was utilised, and the
Transmission Mode Quality Factor (TMQF) technique used for data processing [35].

In order to perform a proper assessment of microwave properties of NdBCO
films and to enable the adequate comparison, the YBCO films deposited with the same
thermal co-evaporation technique in the same laboratory were also investigated.
Additionally, YBCO and NdBCO microstrip resonators were designed and
manufactured (in cooperation with Prof. Bin Wei of Tsinghua University, China) in
order to enable a comparison of nonlinear effects not only in superconducting thin
films, but also in microwave devices. The resonators were designed for frequency of
2.1GHz and manufactured using double sided films. Having superconducting films
and devices analysed independently could provide additional verification of the
results.
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The structure of the thesis is as described below:

Chapter 2 is divided into two subchapters to cover the topics of
superconducting materials and their microwave properties in a more comprehensive
way. Chapter 2.1 concentrates on an introduction to superconductivity and its
applications. Special emphasis was made on the overview of theories of the
superconducting

phenomenon

with

physics

and

material

properties

of

superconductors discussed. Also, main applications of HTS materials from
communication devices to medicine have been outlined. Chapter 2.2 analyses
microwave properties of superconducting materials including the surface resistance
and nonlinear effects. A literature review of experimental results related to nonlinear
properties of the surface resistance RS in the form of the dependences on both the
external DC and RF magnetic fields is presented. Possible sources of nonlinearity
considering extrinsic and intrinsic approaches are discussed. Also, included in this
chapter is a review of microwave measurement techniques used by laboratories
around the world.

In Chapter 3, the literature review of lumped element modelling of microwave
properties of superconductors and superconducting resonators has been presented. An
analytical review investigating equivalent circuits proposed by various authors to
represent superconducting resonators has been shown and examined by the author of
this dissertation.

The development of an advanced lumped element model to simulate nonlinear
microwave characteristics of superconducting materials, conducted by the author of
this thesis, is described in Chapter 4. Three lumped element models of the resonator
incorporating superconductors have been proposed and analysed by the author. Also,
to investigate nonlinear effects, three mathematical dependences of superconducting
model elements on RF magnetic field (linear, quadratic, and exponential) have been
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applied. Power responses of the developed models have been simulated using the
algorithm developed in Matlab software [36].

Chapter 5 shows experimental investigation of microwave properties of
YBa2Cu3O7 and NdBa2Cu3O7 thin films and microstrip resonators. The measurement
system for the microwave characterisation of HTS thin films is presented together
with the results of the microwave characterisation and discussions. The thin films and
microstrip resonators have been investigated as a function of temperature and
microwave input power. The onset of nonlinear effects in the YBCO and NdBCO
films and resonators has been defined and analysed using the two segment linear
approximation technique.

The summary of results and conclusions to the thesis are presented in Chapter
6.
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CHAPTER 2.1

CHAPTER 2.1
Superconductivity and applications of
superconducting materials

The aim of this chapter is to make an introduction to the phenomenon of
superconductivity and its applications. The basic concepts of microscopic
electromagnetic theories, developed over the past century towards better
understanding of superconductivity, are presented here. It should be mentioned that
this chapter is intended to serve as an introductory background for the coming chapters
and does in no way describe all aspects of superconductivity.

2.1.1 Superconductivity
The discovery of superconductivity, revealed in 1911 by H. K. Onnes [1] at
the Leiden University in the Netherlands, was one of the biggest physics
breakthroughs of the past century. Later in 1913, Onnes was awarded a Nobel Prize
in physics for his ground-breaking investigations in the area of superconductivity. As
was known for a long time, the electrical resistance of metals would decrease
continuously once they are cooled down below room temperatures. Nevertheless, the
resistance limiting values at the temperatures reduced towards the absolute zero were
not identified at that time. Onnes, during his successful investigations in liquefying
helium (see Fig. 2.1-1 for the equipment setup), was able to achieve temperatures as
low as 1K. Later, he observed that instead of a smooth decrease, as for other metals,
the resistance of mercury decreases sharply to zero at about 4K. Onnes recognised
that below 4K mercury reached a new state where electrical properties of the material
differed from anything accepted before. This new state was characterised as the
superconducting state. The threshold temperature below which a material starts to
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display superconducting properties, in other words losses resistance, has been referred
to as the critical temperature (TC).

Fig. 2.1-1 Experimental equipment used by K. Onnes to discover the
superconductivity phenomenon at Leiden University in 1911. (Photo taken by the
author of this thesis at Leiden University)

Over the years, different superconducting materials have been discovered with
various critical temperatures as shown in Fig. 2.1-2. Before 1986, there was a number
of metallic elements and alloys exhibiting superconducting properties below 30K,
with the element tungsten having the lowest critical temperature of 0.016K, and the
inter-metallic compound Nb3Ge showing the highest TC of 23K at that time. The main
challenge was to achieve the highest critical temperature possible, as the higher the
TC, the easier and cheaper the manufacturing and operation of cryogenic systems
required for cooling of the superconducting materials. The breakthrough came in 1986
when Bednorz and Mueller [2], researchers at the IBM Research Laboratory in
Switzerland, discovered a new class of materials – complex layered copper oxide
compounds. The critical temperature of La2-xBaxCuO4 compound was 30K, that was
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almost 10 degrees higher than the maximum TC of metallic superconductors known
previously. This significant increase in critical temperature prompted widespread
research that quickly led to materials that are superconducting at temperatures of 90K
and higher, such as YBa2Cu3O7 (YBCO) compound with TC of 93K discovered in
1987.

These oxide materials were referred

to

as High

Temperature

Superconductors (HTS). The highest critical temperature TC detected at ambient
pressure for a material formed stoichiometrically (by formula) stands at 138K for the
thallium doped mercuric cuprate (Hg0.8Tl0.2)Ba2Ca2Cu3O8.33 [3]. Therefore, two
classification classes of superconducting materials exist, Low Temperature
Superconductors (LTS) and HTS. Also, it has to be mentioned, that the two classes of
materials have different underlying mechanism responsible for the superconductivity
phenomenon.

Fig. 2.1-2 Chronological progress of the critical temperature of superconductors.

Conventional low temperature superconductivity have been discovered to
occur in organic and non-organic materials, while high temperature superconductors
are mostly cuprates (copper oxide compounds). In 2006, the superconductivity was
discovered in an iron-based compound LaFePO at 4K [4]. The iron-based
superconductors were investigated further in 2008, when analogous material
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LaFeAsO1-xFx was found with TC of 26K [5], and reaching 43K under pressure [6].
Subsequently, other families of the iron-based superconductors emerged with TC up
to 56K for LnFeAs(O,F) and SrFeAsF compounds [7, 8]. The Fe formed
superconductors currently possess the second highest critical temperature, behind the
cuprates.
Examples of high temperature superconducting coper oxide compounds are:
•

YBa2Cu3O7 (often called ‘YBCO’) with TC = 93K;

•

NdBa2Cu3O7 (NdBCO) with TC = 98K;

•

Bi2(Sr2Ca)Cu2O8 (often called ‘BSCCO’) with TC = 110K;

•

Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O10 (often called ‘TBCCO’) with the highest TC = 125K;

•

HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8 with the highest TC = 135K;

The high temperature superconducting ceramics have a layered crystal
structure consisting of CuO2 planes with either oxygen or rare earth layers in between
as shown for the YBa2Cu3O7 compound in Fig. 2.1-3 [9].

Fig. 2.1-3 YBCO crystal structure (after [9]).
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It needs to be stated that the NdBCO superconductor has the same crystal
structure as the YBCO compound [10]. The electrical conductivity and
superconductivity are associated with the copper oxide planes, whereas the other
layers stabilise the structure chemically. The more layers of CuO2 planes (up to 3 or 4
maximum), the higher TC.

2.1.2 Fundamental properties of High-TC Superconductors

Superconductors possess two fundamental phenomena related to their physical
properties, such as the vanishing resistance phenomenon and diamagnetic behaviour.
The important concepts of critical parameters of superconductors that need to be
satisfied to enable the superconductivity phenomena are discussed in this section. A
principle behind the classification of superconductors known as Type-I and Type-II is
also featured.

2.1.2.1

Disappearing resistance

As well known, the electrical resistivity of all metals and alloys declines once
they are cooled down [11]. The nature of this effect is described at a microscopic level,
the current in a conductor is carried by electrons, while the perfect periodicity of a
crystal lattice is affected by impurities and thermal vibrations of the microscopic
structure, thus introducing resistance to the current flow. Although achieving zero
resistance is hypothetically possible with a “perfect” metallic specimen at 0K, it
cannot be considered as the phenomenon of superconductivity. No metal sample can
be perfectly pure and it always contains some impurities. In this context, the nature of
superconductivity is very remarkable, as when superconductors are cooled down their
electrical resistance decreases initially in the usual way. However, on reaching a
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certain critical temperature the electrical resistance suddenly drops to zero as
illustrated in Fig. 2.1-4 [12].

The fact that a superconductor has no resistance means that there is no voltage
decline in the material when the current passes through it, and no power is produced.
The phenomenon of “zero” resistance exists only for a DC and not for an AC current.

Fig. 2.1-4 Temperature dependence of DC resistivity in an YBCO superconductor
(after [12]).

The AC resistance of a superconductor is not zero when the field is applied,
however its value is still much lower than observed in the best conventional
conductors at microwave frequencies. The phenomenon behind the AC resistivity can
be easily explained by the so-called ‘two fluid model’ [13], considered in more details
later in this chapter.
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2.1.2.2

Diamagnetic behaviour - Meissner effect

As mentioned in the previous subchapter, superconducting materials do not
act as perfect conductors. The resistance is zero in a perfect conductor, meaning that
current within a perfect conductor flows without losing energy to resistance.
Therefore, the amount of magnetic flux within the perfect conductor will not change
and it will be constant with time (dB/dt=0). Thus, when a perfect conductor is cooled
to a very low temperature and the magnetic field is applied after the cooling process,
the field will not enter the sample due to screening currents induced to keep the
magnetic field unchanged. However, when the magnetic field is applied to a perfect
conductor before the cooling process, the magnetic flux density inside the material
will be identical to the external field. The flux distribution would remain unaffected
when the sample is cooled down to low temperatures in this scenario. Now, if the
applied magnetic field is removed, currents will be generated within the perfect
conductor in order to maintain the flux inside unchanged, Fig. 2.1-5 (a). The magnetic
induction B can be described as (2.1), where µ is the permeability (for a
superconductor: µ equals zero), and H is the magnetic field.
B = µH

(2.1)

In the contrary, superconductors behave in a different way when the magnetic
field is applied before the cooling process (T > TC). A phenomenon, called the
Meissner effect, was discovered by Meissner and Ochsenfeld in 1933 [14], when the
flux distribution of metallic superconductors was measured when cooled down to their
critical temperatures with applied magnetic field. Unexpectedly, it was observed that
the magnetic flux density was not allowed to exist within a superconductor, thus
exhibiting perfect diamagnetism, Fig. 2.1-5 (b).
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Fig. 2.1-5 Magnetic behaviour of: (a) “perfect” conductor,
and (b) superconductor. Ba – applied magnetic induction. (after [14])

On the other hand, it should be mentioned that currents, which circulate to
cancel the applied magnetic flux inside a superconducting sample, are not restricted
entirely to the surface. Therefore, the applied magnetic field is not completely
screened out from the superconductor. In fact, the field penetrates a small distance
into the material (around 10-5cm [13]), and transport currents flow within this very
thin surface layer. The magnetic flux density decays exponentially as it penetrates into
the metal. The depth where the field drops exponentially of the field at the surface is
defined as the penetration depth (l) [13, 15], described in more details later in this
chapter.
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2.1.2.3

Critical parameters of superconductors

Superconducting materials are characterised by certain critical parameters,
such as: critical temperature TC (introduced earlier in this chapter), critical magnetic
field HC, and critical current density JC. The material loses its superconducting
properties when any of the above critical parameter values are exceeded. The critical
parameters are interconnected between each other as illustrated in Fig 2.1-6, where
the transition boundary between the superconducting and normal states is shown.

Fig. 2.1-6 Interdependence of critical parameters of a superconductor (after [16]).

The critical field above which the superconducting state disappears is dependent on
the temperature, as shown in (2.2). Typically, the critical magnetic field shows a zero
value at the critical temperature, reaching its maximum at the absolute zero
temperature [16].
𝐻" (𝑇) = 𝐻" (0)(1 − (𝑇*𝑇 )+ )

(2.2)

"

When the value of the applied magnetic field is increased, the screening currents must
also increase, and when the critical current density is reached by the screening currents
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the material loses its superconductivity. This destruction of superconductivity by a
sufficiently strong magnetic field is one of the most important properties of a
superconductor.
In addition to TC and HC, the third important parameter, as mentioned above,
is the maximum current density JC, that a superconducting material can uphold
without resistance. The current density is temperature dependent, as expressed in eq.
(2.3) [17], it increases as the temperature is decreased below the critical temperature
[17].
𝐽" (𝑇) = 𝐽" (0)(𝑇" − 𝑇)/𝑇"

(2.3)

The correlation between the critical current IC and the critical magnetic field
HC was formulated by Silsbee, where he postulates that “The threshold value of the
current is that at which the magnetic field due to the current itself is equal to the critical
magnetic field” [18].
𝐼" = 2𝜋𝑎𝐻"

(2.4)

where a is the radius of the conductor.

It needs to be mentioned that the critical current IC depends on the size of the
conductor, thus not forming an intrinsic property of the material. IC gets bigger as the
diameter of the superconductor is increased, while the critical current density JC
behaves differently, declining as the diameter is increased.
𝐽" = 2𝐻" /𝑎

(2.5)

This phenomenology characterises the so-called Type-I superconductors. This class
of materials has a single critical field HC, ranging from 10-2 to 10-1 Tesla at
temperature of 0K [19]. The Type-I superconductor loses its zero resistance, when, at
any point on its surface, the magnitude of strength of total magnetic field H = HI +
He, which is generated by the transport current and by the external magnetic field,
reaches the critical field strength HC. All superconducting metals, excluding Niobium
(Nb), are characterised as Type-I superconductors.
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Another class of superconductors is the Type-II, where additional phenomena
are observed. Apart from the normal and superconducting states associated with TypeI materials, the Type II superconductors can be in a mixed state, where the magnetic
flux partially enters the superconductor and the Meissner effect does no longer exist.
They are also unique in possessing two critical magnetic fields, a lower field HC1 (2.6)
and an upper field HC2 (2.7) [20].
HC1 » (HC×ln k)/k×Ö2

(2.6)

HC2 = HC×kÖ2

(2.7)

Below the lower critical field HC1 the superconductor is in a diamagnetic state
with a very small concentration of normal electrons, however when the external
magnetic field surpasses the threshold value of HC1, the superconductor transforms
into a mixed phase. This phase holds a large number of quantum magnetic vortices,
where each vortex has the normal metal core with radius around the size of the
coherence length x (defined below) and trapped magnetic flux quantum f0 =
2,0679x10-15 Wb [21]. A unique condition occurs in the mixed state, where substantial
parts of the superconductor are in the normal state, however superconducting currents
can still flow via the material [15]. When the external magnetic field exceeds the
higher critical field HC2, the superconducting effect entirely vanishes. It needs to be
mentioned,

that

this

manuscript

superconductors,

and

Type-I

deals

nearly

superconductors

completely
are

with

included

Type-II

here

for

comprehensiveness only.

Before further considerations, certain important parameters need to be briefly
defined here, with their more detailed examination followed in this or later chapters.
These parameters are:

-

Penetration depth, l. This characteristic length is a measure of the depth of
flux penetration into a superconductor. The currents which prevent flux
penetration into the interior of the material flow in a layer of this thickness l.
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Coherence length, x. This length describes the dimensional correlation of

-

superconducting electrons. It can also be characterised as the minimum
thickness of the surface between normal and superconducting regions [14]. In
impure materials, x value is also influenced by the electron mean free path.
Typical values are around 5nm for Type-II superconductors and significantly
bigger for Type-I (Al ~ 1600nm, Pb ~ 83nm).
-

Ginzburg-Landau parameter, k. This is the dimensionless ratio of the two
parameters introduced above: k = l/x. This parameter is used to distinguish
between Type-I and Type-II superconductors; those with a value < 1/Ö2 are
Type-I.

The penetration depth l is smaller for the Type-I superconductor than the coherence
length x, while for the Type-II materials the penetration depth has bigger values than
the coherence length (x < l).
The mentioned earlier two critical fields in the Type-II superconductors have
distinct temperature dependences as shown in Fig. 2.1-7. The upper critical field HC2
are usually much higher than the critical field HC of the Type-I superconductors. The
Type-II material can have the HC1 values above 10 Tesla while the Type-I HC is below
0.2 Tesla. Therefore, the Type-II superconductors have found applications requiring
strong magnets such as in particle accelerators for creation of very strong magnetic
fields.

Fig. 2.1-7 Critical magnetic fields of Type-II superconductors (after [19]).
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The Type-II superconductors are very sensitive to impurities in terms of their
current carrying capabilities. As known, point-like impurities can be the reason for
Type-II materials having small critical current values [14], meaning that the
superconductivity phenomena may be present in such materials, but the ability to
conduct the superconducting current is suppressed. However, on the other hand, big
critical currents can be observed in the materials with large inhomogeneities with
effective dimension of d³x [21], where d is a diameter of a superconductor.

To make this review complete another critical parameter needs to be defined.
A frequency at which the photons of electromagnetic waves energise superconducting
electrons to force them to the normal state is defined as a critical frequency, fC. The
values of the frequency forcing a material to lose its superconducting properties lie
within the range of 100GHz [19]. On the other hand, superconducting electronic
applications are generally concentrated well below 100GHz, meaning that the critical
frequency parameter would not be important for practical applications of
superconductors.

In the following sections the main theories of the superconductivity at zero
magnetic field and in the mixed state are briefly described.

2.1.3 Theories toward understanding of superconductivity
The discovery of the Meissner effect, described earlier in this chapter, was
fundamental for the development of phenomenological theories of superconductivity.
Two of such theories were developed right after the discovery of the Meissner effect,
they were the ‘Two-fluid’ model theory of the Gorter and Casimir [22] in 1934 and
the London theory proposed in 1935 [23]. Other important theoretical work,
developed later, is also presented in the following sections.
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2.1.3.1

Two-fluid model

Gorter and Kasimir in their theory [22] postulate the existence of two currents
in superconductors: a normal current with a carrier density nn, and a superconducting
current with a carrier density nS, yielding a total carrier density n = nn + nS. The normal
electrons experience resistance due to interactions with the crystal lattice or the
collisions with other electrons, just like the conduction electrons in a normal metal.
However, the superconducting electrons pass through the superconductor without any
resistance. It should be noted, that in a special case of the direct current (DC), all
current in a superconductor is carried entirely by the superconducting electrons
(superelectrons).
Densities of the normal and superconducting electrons in a superconductor are
temperature dependant. At zero temperature, all electrons act as superconducting
electrons, however, when the temperature is increased, some electrons transform to
normal electron behaviour. Additionally, the percentage of the normal electrons
increases when the temperature is raised further. As a result, when the critical
temperature of the material is reached, all the electrons turn to normal and
superconducting properties disappear. At temperatures below TC, the equilibrium
portions of normal and superconducting electrons nn/n and ns/n, change with absolute
temperature T, as [20]
𝑛3
𝑇 6 𝑛9
𝑇 6
=4 5 ,
= 1−4 5
𝑛
𝑇"
𝑛
𝑇"

(2.8)

Certain material properties of superconductors such as the current density and
the conductivity can be determined using the Two-Fluid model due to its simplicity
in terms of the practical understanding. The total current density J in a superconductor
based on the Two-Fluid approximation is given as the sum of the superconducting and
normal currents [15], resulting in a complex conductivity.
;;⃗
;⃗
𝐽⃗ = 𝐽;;;⃗
3 + 𝐽= = (s> − 𝑖 s+ )𝐸

(2.9)
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where s1 and s2 are the real and imaginary parts of the complex conductivity
respectively, given by:

s1 =

n n e2t
m(1 + w2 t2 )

and

s2 =

n Se 2
n e 2 (wt) 2
+ n
mw mw(1 + w2 t2 )

(2.10)

where e is a fundamental unit of charge; nn and ns are the densities of normal and
superconducting electrons respectively; m is the mass of an electron; w is the radian
frequency; and t is the momentum relaxation time.
The real part s1 of the complex conductivity in (2.10) describes only the normal state,
while the imaginary part s2 includes contributions from both normal and
superconducting states.
The Two-Fluid model can be represented by an equivalent circuit model
consisting of two elements connected in parallel: a normal conductor with fixed
inductance and resistance, and a perfect conductor with zero resistance that is represented
only by an inductance [24] as discussed in more details in chapter 3. The Two-Fluid
model is a standard working approximation for understanding electrical losses in
superconductors, so that dissipation can be anticipated and minimised for various
types of applications. It also needs to be mentioned that the Two-Fluid model
approximation has been used by the author of this thesis for the development of the
lumped element modelling of microwave properties of superconductors, described in
details in chapter 4.

2.1.3.2

London theory of electrodynamics

The phenomenological theory created by brothers H. and F. London
characterises the dimensional distribution of currents and fields within a
superconductor [23], focusing on the influence of magnetic fields on the material
properties. The Londons postulated that the magnetic flux was not completely
expelled from a superconductor, but it penetrated the surface of the material on the
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penetration depth l, declining exponentially. The electrodynamics of conventional
superconductors in weak fields can be formulated by the renowned London equations
[19]:

¶
𝐸;⃗
𝐽⃗9 =
¶𝑡
𝜇C 𝜆+E
1
;⃗
curl 𝐽⃗9 = −
𝐵
𝜇C 𝜆+E

(2.11)

where B and E are the magnetic field density and electric field intensity respectively
inside the material, JS is the superconducting current density, and lL is the London
penetration depth, defined as:

𝑚9
𝜆E = K
𝜇C 𝑛9 𝑒 +

(2.12)

where mS is the mass of superconducting charge carrier.
The first London equation (2.11 - top formula) describes the no-resistance
property of a superconductor showing a change in the superconducting current
produced by the applied electric field, or that there is no electric field in the metal
unless the current is changing. The second London equation (2.11 – bottom formula)
shows the relation between the magnetic field and the superconducting current. It
determines how the magnetic field penetrates in the superconductor in the Meissner
state. The magnetic flux density B can be obtained as a function of distance x inside
the superconductor, eqn. (2.13), when the magnetic field is applied parallel to the
surface, eqn. (2.13), illustrating that the flux density B decays exponentially inside a
superconductor as depicted in Fig. 2.1-8.

𝐵(𝑥) = 𝐵O 𝑒𝑥𝑝 4

−𝑥
√𝛼

5

(2.13)

where Ba is the magnetic flux density at the surface of the superconductor, and the
constant a=lL2=m/µ0nse2.
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Fig. 2.1-8 Penetration of the magnetic field into a superconductor (after [19]).

2.1.3.3

Ginsburg-Landau (GL) theory

Ginsburg and Landau, in 1950 in Moscow, announced their remarkable
phenomenological theory [26] that integrated the electrodynamics, quantum
mechanical and thermodynamic properties of superconductors. They attributed an
order parameter Y to the superconductor, with certain qualities of a quantummechanical wave function. The density of superconducting electrons nS equals |Y|2.
The wave function Y is defined as zero for a normal metal region and characterises
the density of superconducting electrons at various points in a superconductor. As
mentioned, it has a quantum mechanical nature but no classical analogue.
The two prominent equations developed from the GL theory are given as [14]:

ù ïü
1
ïì 1
2
-1 é Tc - T
- | y |2 ú ý y = 0
í [Ñ - 2ieA] - b ê
n
ïî 4m
ë Tc
û ïþ

J=

-ie *
2e
[y Ñy - yÑy* ] - A | y |2
2m
m

(2.14)
(2.15)

where A is the magnetic vector potential, J is the superconducting current density; m and
e are the mass and charge of a superconducting electron; b=[7z(3)/6(pTc)2]EF, where EF
is the Fermi energy. The first Ginsburg-Landau (GL) equation, (2.14), establishes
interrelation of the kinetic energy of the superconducting electrons with the energy of
their condensation in a superconducting state. The second equation, (2.15), describes
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quantum interrelation of the superconducting current with a gradient of the wave
function ÑY and the vector-potential A. The result of the theory is a generalisation of
the London theory for situations in which the superconducting electron volume
density nS varies in space. It also deals with nonlinear responses to the fields and
currents strong enough to change nS.
Ginsburg and Landau introduced the parameter k, mentioned earlier in this
Chapter. Their results indicated that, if k has a value bigger than 1/Ö2, then
superconductivity can be sustained up to fields of H=(k/Ö2)HC.

Also, at the beginning of 1950s, Pipard, at Cambridge, was investigating
microwave surface resistance in superconductors and metals. He observed that in
impure metals the electron properties were not influenced by the electric and magnetic
fields, but by the electron mean free path l. An electron passing from a normal to a
superconducting region cannot suddenly modify its wave function Y – the
transformation should occur over certain set distance. This distance, as stated before
in this Chapter, is referred to as coherence length x0 [26]. Pipard predicted that for
pure metals, x0 » 1µm. The Pipard theory presented variations to the penetration
depth. For a pure superconductor, where l>>x0, the penetration depth is specified as:

𝜆S = [U

√3
W 𝜉 𝜆+ ]>/Z
2𝜋 C E

(2.16)

where lL is the penetration depth, eqn. (2.12).
For alloys, where l<<x0, the theory gives a novel (bigger) value, for the penetration
depth:
𝜉C
𝜆 = 𝜆E ( )>/+
𝑙

(2.17)

and also, much smaller value for coherence length,
𝜉O\\]^ = (𝜉C 𝑙)>/+

(2.18)
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The GL theory also introduced a characteristic temperature dependent length,
usually called the (GL) coherence length xGL [19]:

𝜉_E (𝑇) =

ℏ

(2.19)

|2𝑚∗ 𝛼(𝑇)|>/+

where, m* is the mass of superconducting electrons and ħ is the reduced Plank’s
constant.
In a pure superconductor for temperatures much below TC, xGL(T) » x0. Near
TC, however, the GL coherence length follows the following rule: xGL(T) µ (TC –T)1/2

. Therefore, these two coherence lengths xGL and x0 are related, but have distinct

quantities.
The Ginsburg-Landau k can be approximately defined as:

𝜅=

𝜆(𝑇)
𝜉_E (𝑇)

(2.20)

Near TC, l and x behave as ~ (TC – T)-1/2, and k is approximately independent
of temperature. For alloy superconductors with l very small, k can be quite large,
around 25 for niobium based alloys, and larger 100 for oxide HTS.

The GL theory have an advantage over the London theory that it can be
implemented to research the performance of superconductors at high magnetic fields
and at temperatures near the critical temperature, where the London theory is not
applicable. The GL theory can also be practical for estimating values of critical fields
in very thick or very thin films.

The

Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer

(BCS)

microscopic

theory

of

superconductivity was formulated next, introduced in detail in the following section.
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2.1.3.4

BCS theory of superconductivity

In 1957, J. Bardeen, L. Cooper and J. Schrieffer published the microscopic
theory of superconductivity, known as the BCS theory [27]. This awarded theory,
recognised with the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1972, is widely accepted to describe
conventional (low temperature) superconductors. It viewed superconductivity as a
microscopic quantum mechanical effect, proposing that two electrons with opposite
momentums p1 = - p2 and opposite spins s1() = - s2(¯) can become paired forming
the so-called Cooper pairs, charge carriers in superconductors that carry current
without resistance. Cooper in 1956 presented the basic idea that even a weak attraction
can force pairs of electrons into a formed state [28].

In many superconductors, the interaction between the electrons and the
phonons (crystal lattice) indirectly form attractive connections between electrons,
required to create Cooper pairs. When an electron travels in a conductor, a minor surge
of positive charge densities is generated in the lattice around it. This increase in
densities can attract another electron, and grip two together with some binding energy.
All Cooper pairs behave as a cluster with a single momentum and the coherent wave
function in the area near the Fermi surface with the thickness dp~2D×pF/eF.

Due to the electrical resistance originating from the carrier scattering effect,
the single momentum shared by all carriers in the superconducting state explains the
zero-resistance property. The bound energy of a Cooper pair is called the energy gap
D(T), which is a function of temperature [29]. At T=0K energy gap has the maximum
value:
D(0) = 2ħwD×exp[-1/N(0)V]

(2.21)

where wD is the high limiting frequency of crystal lattice oscillations, N(0) is the
density of the electrons states on Fermi surface, V is potential of the electron-phonon
interaction.
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It needs to be mentioned that these presented hypothesises such us energy
gaps, phonons and electron pairs had been proposed before in superconductivity,
however Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer combined them all together for the first
time, creating a unified theoretical framework. The energy gap has the critical
temperature dependence as shown in eq. (2.22):
2D » 3.5kBTC

(2.22)

At the critical temperature TC, the energy gap disappears causing the Cooper pair to
break. This explains the transition from the superconducting state to the normal state
at TC. The BCS theory explains the low TC metal and alloy superconductor behaviour
very well and has been verified by many experiments [30].
The surface resistance of superconductors in BCS theory can be expressed as [31]:
RS » (D(T)/kBT) w3/2 exp(-D(T)/kBT)

(2.23)

This expression is important for the current manuscript, and it will be examined in
more details in the following Chapters.

In 1957, Abrikosov developed the theory of magnetic properties of Type-II
superconductors [32], on the basis of GL theory, mentioned earlier in this Chapter, for
the case when k>1/Ö2. Abrikosov’s mathematical solution presented that above the
critical magnetic field HC1, flux vortices are formed each having a normal core with a
radius x, and superconducting currents circulating over a radius l. With the increase
of the applied magnetic field, a number of vortices grow until the normal cores overlap
at the upper critical field HC2=Ö2kHC0=F0/2pµ0x2.

Later in 1959, Gor’kov showed [33] that the GL theory is a direct consequence
of the microscopic BCS theory, deriving coefficients in the GL theory from the BCS.
This trilogy of theoretical work by Russian scientists is known as GLAG (GinsburgLandau-Abrikosov-Gorkov) theory. For any superconductor, when the normal state
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mean free path of the electrons l is decreased, x increases, l becomes bigger, and k
rises. When alloys are added, when l is reduced, k grows.

In summary, the mathematically-complex microscopic BCS theory explained
superconductivity on the basis of electron-phonon interactions. However, for High
Temperature Superconductors (HTS), the BCS theory became inadequate to
comprehensively explain mechanisms behind superconductivity. Even now, three
decades since the discovery of HTS, no agreed theory exists to explain high
temperature superconductivity. However, it needs to be stated that the above listed
theories provide valuable concepts of superconducting current existence, and
understanding of the main properties of superconductors.

2.1.4 Applications of superconductors
The discovery of superconductivity more than a century ago looked very
promising in terms of practical applications in several areas. However, the further
understanding of material properties of superconductors brought a realisation that
their critical parameters in forms of temperature, current, and magnetic field were one
of the main obstacles towards the application progress. Also, refrigeration systems
posed a substantial cost-effective obstacle for commercial applications of
superconductors due to the need for costly liquid helium (4.2K) for the refrigeration
purposes. As a consequence, everyday applications of superconductivity were limited
and mostly confined to specialised laboratory devices.

It has to be mentioned that the first actual applications of superconductors
were developed in the 1960’s, such as extremely sensitive magnetometers, RF cavities
with high quality factors, and electromagnets designed for high-field operations. The
main role in the development also played the fact of discoveries of both NbTi, making
superconducting wire feasible, and the Josephson junctions, applicable in the SQUID
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devices. Electromagnets for MRI systems are possibly the biggest use of
superconductivity up to date.

The discovery of High Temperature Superconductors (HTS) in 1986 with
critical temperatures above 90K sparked excitement around the world and restored
enthusiasm towards various superconductor applications. The temperature of 90K can
be achieved with liquid nitrogen at a fraction of the costs than the functional
temperatures of conventional superconducting materials. Also, the important factor is
that modern cryogenic refrigerators can deliver refrigeration to HTS materials on an
uninterrupted basis with high reliability, making HTS technology applicable for use
in RF applications.

Since the discovery of High Temperature Superconductors, certain progress
have been achieved on many technological frontiers, enabling successful commercial
applications of superconductors. In the following sections, various applications of
superconducting materials are summarised with a special attention to those directly
related to the scope of this thesis, i.e. wireless communication technologies [34, 35].

2.1.4.1

Review of applications of HTS materials

High-temperature superconductors can be manufactured in various forms such
as wires, tapes, ribbons, and films. Superconducting wires are generally used in lowpower magnets, antennas, power transmission lines, medium torque motors, and
compact electrical generators. Superconducting tapes are most useful where large
lengths of material are required and must meet strict weight and size requirements.
Ribbons are most suitable for space-borne and airborne superconducting devices,
where implementation of monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC)
technology is highly desirable. Thin films are most suitable for passive RF and
microwave devices, optical detectors, and microelectronic circuits, due to their low
loss properties and desirable size reductions. Superconducting thick films are widely
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used in high-power microwave cavities, high-power lifting magnets, and propulsion
systems. Some general applications of High-TC superconductors are summarised in
Fig. 2.1-9 [36].

Superconducting films can be used in manufacturing advanced HTS filters for
wireless communications exhibiting superior features than conventional filters. As
this topic is in particular interest to this thesis, it is discussed in more details in the
following sub-chapter.

Fig. 2.1-9 Possible applications of high temperature superconductors (after [36]).

2.1.4.2
Practical

HTS filters for wireless communications
realisation

of

microwave

components

using

High-TC

superconductors has mostly focused on the use of microstrip designs implementing
thin film technology [37]. Advanced microwave properties of superconductors, such
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as low losses of HTS films deliver outstanding RF performance, also considerably
reducing size of microwave components. Microwave superconducting resonators with
very high quality factors enable filters with small insertion losses, even in the case
when bandwidth is extraordinary narrow. When these superconducting filters are
integrated into mobile networks, they continuously deliver supreme frequency
selectivity and extreme sensitivity of the receiver, unlike conventional filters. A
comparison between a superconducting and a conventional cellular base station filters
based on field data of Conductus [38] is given in Fig. 2.1-10.

Fig. 2.1-10 Measured characteristics of a conventional and HTS cellular filters [38].

As can be observed, HTS filters are very affective at eliminating out-of-band signals,
especially the ones adjacent to the wanted frequency band. The unique properties of
superconducting filters enable the production of devices with either extraordinary
steep skirts, or exceptionally narrow bandwidth. In either case, very low insertion
losses are still reachable for such filters. The importance of manufacturing extremely
sharp skirted filters is emphasised in their ability to keep reasonably wideband range,
significant for commercial wireless bands. On the other hand, the capability of
producing very narrowband filters is crucial for receiving weak signals in crowded
RF environment.
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HTS filters have certain technical advantages that result in reduced band
interference, improved spectrum utilisation, and better coverage. These advantages
are [35, 39, 40]:
• Lower insertion loss;
• Smaller out-of-band interference;
• Lower noise;
• Sharper skirt;

Therefore, practical benefits of using HTS technology in wireless
communication can lead to increased data traffic, better coverage with fewer cells,
improved audio quality, and smaller number of dropout calls. The current mobile
environment along with emerging wireless applications set rigorous requirements on
the overall technical network performance. Therefore, HTS high-performance
components may be necessary for some systems in order to achieve the full band
utilisation, high quality of service, and high data rate transmission over the network.

However, microwave properties of superconducting materials, especially at
elevated power levels, can set certain limitations to superior microwave characteristics
of superconductors. In the next chapter, the microwave properties of superconductors
are investigated and discussed.
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CHAPTER 2.2
Microwave properties of superconducting materials

As mentioned earlier in Chapter 1, investigating microwave properties of
superconductors is important in terms of applied superconductivity, development of
advanced applications of superconducting materials, as well development of scientific
concepts and theories associated with high temperature superconductivity. Limited
power handling capabilities of high temperature superconductors (HTS) have
narrowed the number of applications of HTS microwave devices. For microwave HTS
filter applications, it is necessary for the HTS filter to be able to operate with relatively
high levels of microwave power propagating through it. However, it is known that
undesirable behaviour can occur at elevated power levels. HTS filter performance can
be significantly degraded when internal microwave power reaches certain high levels.
Other HTS microwave devices can also exhibit significant degradation in
performance when operating at desired power levels. While the negative impact of
high microwave power on HTS devices is well documented, there is still no physical
theory that explains the link between microwave properties and the onset of
performance degradation for a given microwave power level.

2.2.1 Theoretical background
To characterise the electromagnetic properties of either a superconductor or a
normal conductor the surface impedance (ZS) is used. ZS describes the behaviour of
microwave electromagnetic waves at the surface of conducting materials. The surface
impedance is a complex quantity that can be defined as [1]:
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(2.2.1)

where Ex and Hy are the tangential electrical and magnetic field components of the
electromagnetic wave on the surface of a sample, RS is the surface resistance, XS is
the surface reactance.

The surface resistance can be determined experimentally. In the linear regime,
the surface impedance is independent from the amplitude of the electromagnetic field
and includes only contributions from the sample properties.

In a normal conductor, the electromagnetic wave decays exponentially on the
characteristic penetration depth d, called the skin depth, which has a frequency
dependence f [2, 3] as shown in eqn. (2.2.2):

d=

1
pfsµ

(2.2.2)

where µ and s are the magnetic permeability and the conductivity of the material
respectively. The skin depth declines with frequency, leading to increased resistance
to current flow at high frequencies.

For a normal conductor the imaginary part of the complex conductivity can be
neglected. In that case the conductivity becomes real and equal to, as [4]:

𝑍" = 2

𝜔𝜇5
(1 + 𝑗)
2s

(2.2.3)

This relation is valid for the normal skin effect in conductors, where the penetration
depth is larger than the normal carriers mean free path and where the sample thickness
is much greater than the penetration depth of the electromagnetic field. Also, the real
and imaginary parts of the surface impedance are equal for the normal conductor.
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For a brief historical overview of microwave conductors and superconductors,
it needs to be mentioned that an important breakthrough of the microwave studies
happened in 1940 when H. London was investigating tin (Sn) samples [5]. London
described experiments of the surface resistance (RS) of tin at 3.8K at the normal (nonsuperconducting) condition, just above TC. The obtained RS was approximately three
times larger than typically calculated. London explained this big value of RS by the
influence of increased l (electron mean free path) at low temperatures compared to deff
(effective penetration depth) of the fields. This occurrence, where l is bigger than deff,
is referred to as the anomalous skin effect.

Later, Pippard [6] conducted comprehensive surface resistance measurements
on a range of metals at normal state. At low temperatures those measurements showed
that the surface resistance became independent of the penetration depth and therefore
the electron mean free path. To explain this behaviour where l>>deff, Pippard created
a basic model [7], suggesting that electrons almost parallel to the surface are
substantially more effective as screening currents than those at bigger angles. This
rational formed an assumption that the surface impedance is proportional to
w2/3(l/s)1/3.

A more comprehensive ZS theory of an isotropic normal conductor was
proposed by Reuter and Sondheimer [8]. Their calculations assumed an electron
model where the mean free path l and the effective mass m, and electron scattering
effects are taken into account.

In a superconductor, the surface impedance can be rewritten as a function of
the complex conductivity sS [9]:

𝑍" = 𝑅" + 𝑗𝑋" = ;

𝑗𝜔𝜇5
𝜎"

(2.2.4)
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The real part of the surface impedance (RS) is connected to microwave power loss in the
superconductor and the imaginary part (Xs) describes the stored magnetic energy [10,
11]. RS, XS and the complex conductivity can be expressed as [12, 13]:

1/ 2

s æ wµ ö
RS = 1 ç
÷
2s 2 è s 2 ø

(2.2.5)
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or sometimes, depending on the convention used, as [14]:
𝜎" = 𝜎= + 𝑗𝜎>

(2.2.6b)

where s1 and s2 are conductivities related to the normal current (in regards to the twofluid model) and the superconducting current respectively. In this thesis the equation
(2.2.6a) is implemented.

The real and imaginary parts of the conductivity can also be written as [1]:

s 1 (T ) =

s n (T )
1
; s 2 (T ) =
2
µ0wl 2 (T )
1 + (wt (T ) )

(2.2.7)

where sn = nne2t/m, nn is the normal electrons density, ns - the superconducting
electrons density, where nn(T)+ns(T)=1.
The real part s1 is connected to the d (skin depth) of the superconductor, and the
imaginary part s2 is linked to the l (penetration depth), as can be seen in (2.2.7) [13,
14]:
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d=

2
wµs1

(2.2.8)

l=

1
wµs 2

(2.2.9)

The surface resistance and reactance are dependent on the RF magnetic field Hrf or
current density Jrf. This is also referred to as power dependence, as it contributes to
variations in feedback characteristics of the device as the power varies past it. Based
on the two-fluid model, equations for RS and XS can be rewritten as [15]:
𝜇5 𝜔> 𝜆B (𝐻,- )𝜎C (𝐻,- )
𝑅" ?𝐻,- @ =
2

(2.2.10)

𝑋" ?𝐻,- @ = 𝜔𝐿" ?𝐻,- @ = 𝜔𝜇5 𝜆(𝐻,- )

(2.2.11)

where sn is the conductivity of normal electrons in a superconductor and LS = µ0l is
the surface inductance.

The relationship of the surface impedance in the time-frequency domain was
investigated in [16], where a rigorous approach based on the time-domain nonlinear
London equations and the two-fluid model was implemented.

The relationship between RS and XS for various materials is illustrated in Fig.
2.2-1 [15].
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Fig. 2.2-1 Relationship between the surface resistance RS and the surface reactance
XS for different materials (after [15]).

The investigation of the surface impedance of superconducting materials is
often conducted with the use of thin films, which can be represented as a multilayered
structure: superconducting thin film – dielectric substrate - metal plate. They can also
include a very thin buffer layer(s) between the film and the substrate which will be
neglected in the next description.
When the thickness of the superconducting thin film is tS £ min (l, d), the relation for
ZS becomes more complex. This is due to the penetration of the electromagnetic field
through the thin film sample and interaction with the substrate and any supporting
layers.

For the general case of the multilayered structure mentioned above, the surface
impedance is given by the effective quantity ZS,eff based on the impedance
transformation [17]:

𝑍",F-- = 𝑍",G

𝑍H,F-- + 𝑖𝑍",G tan (𝑘",G 𝑡" )
𝑍",G + 𝑖𝑍",F-- tan (𝑘",G 𝑡" )

(2.2.12)

where Zd,eff is the effective surface impedance of the substrate, ZS,w and kS,w are the
wave impedance and the wave propagation constant in the superconducting thin film.
The latter two parameters coincide exactly with the plane wave ZS and kS = µ0w/ZS for
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Transverse Electromagnetic (TEM) wave propagation and most of the time for
Transverse Electric (TE) operated resonators [17]. Thus, the ‘w’ superscript will be
omitted from now on.

The effective surface impedance of the substrate can be represented similar to
the film, taking into account the bulk impedance of the underlying metallic plate (Zm)
[18]:

𝑍",F-- = 𝑍H

𝑍O + 𝑖𝑍H tan (𝑘H 𝑡H )
𝑍H + 𝑖𝑍O tan (𝑘H 𝑡H )

(2.2.13)

where Zd is the characteristic impedance of substrate, which is a material dependent
parameter; kd and td are the propagation constant and the thickness of the substrate
respectively.

In the case of |Zd,eff| >> |ZS|, the substrate contribution can be neglected and
the equation (2.2.12) reduces to the intrinsic surface impedance of the film:
𝑍",F-- ≅ 𝑍*,Q = −𝑖𝑍" cot (𝑘" 𝑡" )

(2.2.14)

which, if tS << min(l,d), gives the so-called thin-film approximation (Zf):

𝑍",F-- ≅ 𝑍- =

1
𝜎" 𝑡"

(2.2.15)

The value of the surface impedance defines the quality of superconducting thin films
for microwave applications. Measurement techniques used for RF characterisation of
the films are presented in the following subchapter.
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2.2.2 Measurement techniques
The system for microwave characterisation of HTS, and development of
techniques to extract the necessary system parameters have to be undertaken with a
great care to satisfy a number of criteria. This is due to the fact that a measurement
technique used for accurate microwave characterisation of superconductors need to
ensure low uncertainty, high accuracy, and high reproducibility. A measurement set
up should not modify the physical properties of the superconductor under test, and all
the effects introduced by the measurement system needed to be accounted for.

There are various methods for the measurement of ZS at microwave
frequencies. The available methods include both resonant techniques (involving
resonators such as cavity resonators, dielectric resonators (DR), microstrip resonators
etc.) and non-resonant reflection or transmission methods. The non-resonant methods
are not widely used due to the low sensitivity and the necessity for the complex
analytical modelling, therefore they will be introduced first and only briefly in this
subchapter.

The transmission type measurements are built around the detection of the
power transmitted through the sample. Using this method, the complex conductivity
s of a superconducting film can be identified. The measurement cell consists of a
rectangular waveguide with the emphasis on the TE01 mode. The superconducting
film sample on the dielectric substrate is placed perpendicular to the waveguide axis.
To extract the complex conductivity – reflection from the boundaries of the sample
needs to be taken into account. The method was presented by Glover and Tinkham in
1957 [19] to investigate the frequency dependence of the complex conductivity for
quasi-optical frequencies and implemented later for HTS films [20-22]. In the HTS
case, the complex conductivity can be determined from the transmission coefficient
S21 using the following relation [21]:
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𝑆>= =

2
𝑍W
V𝑍 Y + 1 + 𝜎𝑑𝑍W

(2.2.16)

XQ

where Zbi is the reflective impedance of the dielectric layers at the interface with the
superconducting film, and Zg is the wave impedance of the waveguide.

Measurements of the reflected power are based on conditions where the
superconducting sample short circuits the waveguide or coaxial cable. The reflected
power gives the surface resistance of the sample. With the reflection measurements,
the uncertainty in RS is much larger than in the transmission method.

All resonant techniques related for the surface impedance investigations can
be separated into planar resonator and bulk resonator techniques. Fig 2.2-2 illustrates
various types of microwave resonators used for the thin film characterisation.
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Fig. 2.2-2 Main types of microwave resonators used for thin ﬁlm characterisation:
(a) open-ended dielectric resonator; (b) Hakki–Coleman dielectric resonator; (c)
parallel plate resonator; (d) cavity resonator; (e) coplanar resonator; (f) disc
resonator; (g) microstrip resonator; (h) stripline resonator (after [23]).

All resonant techniques for measuring superconducting ZS are based on a
resonator, with HTS films forming an integral part of the resonant structure. The
quality factor of the structure is measured and the surface resistance of the film is
identified from the loss equation [24]:
1
1
1
1
1
=
+
+
+
𝑄5 𝑄" 𝑄\ 𝑄H 𝑄,]H

(2.2.17)
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where Q0 is the unloaded quality factor and QS, Qc, Qd, and Qrad are the quality factors
related to superconductor, metal, dielectric, and radiation losses respectively.
Superconductor and metal losses are formulated by the respective surface resistances
(RS, Rmet), and dielectric losses by the loss tangent [24], as shown in (2.2.17a). The
radiation losses are assumed to be negligible.
1
𝑅" 1
𝑅OF` 1
= ;
=
;
= 𝑝H 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿;
𝑄" 𝐴" 𝑄\ 𝐴OF` 𝑄H
1
𝑅" 𝑅OF` 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿
=
+
+
𝑄5 𝐴" 𝐴OF` 𝐴HQFe

(2.2.17a)

(2.2.18)

where AS, Amet are geometrical factors of the superconducting and metal parts
respectively, and pd is the electric energy filling factor. The HTS films thickness needs
to be bigger (at least three times) than the penetration depth, in order to limit the
influence of the substrate and the backing plate of the resonator on the Q0 factor and
thus RS.

The following types of the bulk resonators are normally used for microwave
measurements on unpatterned films: cavity resonators [25], dielectric resonators [26,
27], parallel plate resonators [28]. In general, differences between each resonator type
result in different sensitivity, accuracy, and simplicity of measurements. The bulk
resonator techniques possibly provide the most accurate information on the film
properties as they are least affected by extensive film handling and patterning. It needs
to be mentioned, that the copper cavity resonant technique was the first method
successfully used for surface resistance measurements of High Temperature
Superconductors [29, 30].

The bulk cavity resonators have been used in the past for investigations of the
superconducting RS at frequencies above 30GHz. However, for lower frequencies of
1GHz or even 10GHz (suitable for applications of HTS films), the size of the empty
cavities is too big to fit standard HTS films with areas such as 1cm2 and 2.5cm2. It also
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needs to be stated that producing large area HTS thin films with uniform properties is
fairly difficult and costly.

Cavity resonators are normally excited on the lowest order TE or TM modes. In
the rectangular and cylindrical cavities (widely used), corresponding unidirectional and
cylindrical currents are induced on the flat surfaces. Electromagnetic fields in the cavity
resonators are well described in the literate due to the simplicity of geometry, that in turn
simplifies its design and operation. Other advantages of the cavity resonators include:
large Q-factor at low temperature (up to 105); geometric factor can be calculated
analytically; easy sample mounting; measurements are generally reproducible.
Regarding disadvantages associated with cavity resonators, their sensitivity to the film
quality is not at the level required for accurate assessment of highest quality HTS films.
Experimentally, the resistance of the sample under test can be extracted on the basis of
a single measurement, where the resistance of the sample is unknown, while the
resistance of the other conducting surface is precisely known in advance [31].

Bob Taber [32] in 1989 proposed the parallel plate resonator for accurate
measurements of the surface resistance and penetration depth at frequencies of 10GHz.
This technique was considered as a standard for precise microwave characterisation of
HTS. The parallel plate resonator consists of two superconducting films set in a
parallel arrangement where the superconducting sides of the HTS thin films face each
other. In this configuration, the two superconducting films have a very thin layer of a
dielectric material in between them. For practical measurement requirements, the
plates of the resonator need to be parallel to achieve reliable results. Also, the
difficulty of detecting the correct mode of resonant frequency is present due to the
proximity of different modes. The advantages of the parallel plate resonator include
its low geometrical factor and therefore high sensitivity enabling accurate
measurements. The average surface resistance RS of the two HTS films under test is
calculated from the loss equation as [32]:

𝑄5f= = 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿 + 𝛼𝑠 +

𝛽𝑅"
𝑅"
≈
𝑠
𝜋𝜇5 𝑓𝑠

(2.2.19)
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where s is the separation between the HTS plates (thickness of the dielectric) and a
and b are geometrical factors.

Dielectric resonators containing a low loss dielectric piece, placed centrally
within the cavity, have been prevalent for investigations of the surface resistance RS of
High Temperature Superconductors. It needs to be mentioned, that dielectric resonators
had been implemented for research on the RS of metals and losses of dielectric materials
in the past [33 - 34], before their application for measurements of HTS materials. In
1989, Fiedziuszko [35] proposed the use of dielectric resonators for microwave
characterisation of superconductors. Due to the number of advantages such as high
accuracy and measurement sensitivity, simple procedure for the resonant frequency
mode identification, and extensive range of measured resistances, the dielectric resonator
technique is currently one of the most accepted measurement method for microwave
investigation of HTS films.

Dielectric resonators implemented for characterisation of HTS are founded on
two classical designs: a typical shielded configuration proposed by Hakki-Coleman [36]
where two superconducting materials with comparable characteristics are studied; and
the one-plate (open-ended) dielectric resonator [37]. The common methodology behind
the measurements implies that a substantial portion of the total microwave losses appears
in the HTS samples enabling very sensitive measurements of RS. This is due to the fact
that the dielectric permittivity is generally much bigger than the permittivity of free
space, thus detaining most of the microwave energy within the dialectic. Outside the
dielectric, an almost exponential decay of the electromagnetic field takes place.
Therefore, the effect of the base edges and the outer wall contribution on the resulting
Q-factor is minimal. Another advantage of the dielectric resonators versus empty cavity
resonators lies in the much smaller size of the dielectric resonator at the same working
frequency, allowing it to fit standard small size samples (1cm or inch square/round). The
Hakki-Coleman dielectric resonator is characterised by high Q factor in the order of 106
at low temperatures.
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There are few commercially available dielectrics with high permittivity er and
low loss: sapphire er = 9.8, rutile er = 100, lanthanum aluminate with er = 25 and various
types of ceramics. Sapphire is widely used not only because it is characterised by high
er, but also due to its extremely low dielectric losses at microwave frequencies.

The surface resistance of superconductors is obtained from the dielectric
resonator loss equation, as [24]:

𝑅" = 𝐴" V

1 𝑅OF`
1
−
− Y
𝑄5 𝐴OF` 𝑄H

(2.2.20)

where 1/Qd = pd tand and defines losses occurring in a dielectric. The geometrical
factors AS and Amet represent the design and dimensions of the resonator. The constant
pd for dielectric resonators equals around unity and only slightly depends on the size
of the resonator.

In general, the quality factor of a resonator can be identified from the reflection
coefficient S11 or from the transmission coefficient S21. Measurements of S21 are more
suited for weakly coupled resonators due to the difficulty of measuring S11 accurately
for those conditions. The loaded quality factor (QL) can be obtained easily using the
3dB method (based on three values of S21 measured data). More accurate QL values
can be determined by implementing the multi-frequency measurements [37, 38] and
data fitting procedures [39, 40] of the S21 coefficient around the resonant frequency.
For very small or equal coupling coefficients (b1 = b2 ) the unloaded Q0 can be
calculated from measured QL and S21 as [24]:

𝑄5 =

𝑄m
1 − |𝑆>= |

(2.2.21)

More accurate calculations can be performed applying the full equation for the
unloaded Q0-factor [24]:
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𝑄5 = 𝑄m (1 + 𝛽= + 𝛽> )

(2.2.22)

where the coupling coefficients b1 and b2 can be found from measurements of S11 and
S22. This approach is suitable only for intermediate or high coupling. It also needs to
be mentioned that for very low coupling coefficients, it can be assumed that the
unloaded Q0-factor approximately equals the loaded QL-factor. Therefore, precise
investigations of Q0-factors of dielectric resonators can be achieved for broad range
of coupling coefficients.

Another category of resonators employed for the surface impedance
measurements are the planar transmission line resonators, that are implemented for
patterned film microwave characterisations. The most regularly used types,
implemented since the 1980s to research thin films of superconductors, include
stripline [41-45], microstrip [46-50] and coplanar resonators [51-53]. These
resonators can be easily integrated with standard electronic devices incorporated in
the microwave circuits. Microwave current in the planar resonators is concentrated in
the region of the central conductor of the patterned sample, so that the effect of the
sample boundary plays a role. Constant sample thickness is also required, therefore
precise manufacturing of the samples is needed to minimise errors in ZS due to
geometrical uncertainties. The geometric factors for planar resonators are very low
[54], that enables exceptional sensitivity of the surface impedance. The major
disadvantage of planar resonator methods lies in the edge of the patterned HTS
resonating lines that can be rough due to the practical limitations of the patterning
process. The roughness of the edges may influence the quality of the sample. In
addition, planar structures are difficult to analyse due to very non uniform current
distribution requiring sophisticated numerical modelling.

Considering each of the above-mentioned planar resonator types separately, it
needs to be indicated that the sensitivity of RS measurements of microstrip resonators,
shown in Fig. 2.2-2 (g), is affected by the radiation loss that forms a substantial part
of the total energy loss, including patterning and current crowding losses. Stripline
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resonators, illustrated in Fig 2.2-2 (g), are similar to microstrip resonators, apart from
having two groundplanes instead of one. The two groundplanes reduce the radiation
losses and effectively increase the sensitivity of measurements. All conductors are
located on a single plane in Coplanar resonators [55], depicted in Fig. 2.2.-2 (e),
where a superconducting ribbon positioned in between two normal conducting ground
planes. While the coplanar resonators have been popular for measurements of the
surface resistance and the penetration depth of HTS films [51-53], they also became
very common in the 2000s for photon studies as microwave detectors [56, 57], and as
foundational elements for circuit quantum electrodynamics architecture [58, 59].
Coplanar resonators hold certain benefits over stripline and microstrip resonators such
as reachable values of quality factors, and simplicity of fabrication. However, they are
highly sensitive to grounding and finite edge roughness.

In terms of the nonlinear behaviour (considered in details in the next
subchapter 2.2.3), planar resonators have a certain advantage compared to the bulk
systems, namely their extreme current crowding at the boundaries of the resonant
band. This property makes them convenient for study of nonlinear behaviour at
reasonably small microwave powers. On the other hand, planar resonators clearly
need patterning, therefore the achieved results only partly denote properties of the
HTS films. In this research project two types of resonators have been used extensively,
the Hakki-Coleman type and the microstrip resonators. This enabled a comprehensive
investigation of nonlinear effects of HTS thin films and their detailed comparative
analysis that is presented in the following chapters.

2.2.3 Nonlinear microwave properties of superconductors
The dependence of the surface impedance ZS on RF magnetic field (Hrrf) or
RF current (Irf) defines the nonlinear surface impedance ZS(Hrf, Irf). Both elements of
the complex surface impedance, the surface resistance RS and surface reactance XS,
are dependent on Hrf and implementing the two-fluid model they can be expressed as
equations (2.2.10) and (2.2.11), given earlier in this chapter. While the surface
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resistance at low power levels does not necessarily affect microwave performance of
very low loss microwave devices, the nonlinear surface impedance still pose severe
limitations to many applications where high power handling capability or very linear
operations are required. It needs to be mentioned, that nonlinearities normally occur
as deviations in the ZS, however they can also appear in forms of intermodulation
distortion and harmonic generation. Although, these types of nonlinear effects
evidently have comparable origins, the main focus in this thesis will be on the
measurements of ZS(Hrf).

It is important to note that nonlinear effects can appear under various
circumstances when certain RF power levels are applied. One or more of the following
phenomena can contribute to the nonlinearities: thermal effects, weak links, nonhomogeneities, non-equilibrium excitation, unconventional pairing and others [6068], each of which may occur under certain conditions. The usual dependence of the
surface resistance RS of superconducting thin films on the microwave field can be
identified by four modes, such as the linear one that occurs at small field, weakly
nonlinear dependence, highly nonlinear state, as well as breakdown mode occurring
at peak field levels.

It is believed that surface resistance of HTS films in the linear mode is extrinsic
in nature and defined by the crystal defects such as weak links at grain boundaries.
The coupled-grain model [69] describes the linear state comprehensively. The surface
resistance increases gradually with microwave field strength in weakly nonlinear
regime, and this behaviour has usually quadratic dependence as a function of power.
The weakly nonlinear mode is also believed to originate from the presence of
deformations such as weak links at grain boundaries. This mode can be defined by the
expanded coupled-grain model, which includes nonlinear inductance of the weak links
[70]. The third regime expresses strongly nonlinear behaviour, where the surface
resistance increases more rapidly with the microwave power. This region is usually
connected with the vortex generation phenomena under a strong microwave magnetic
field. The fourth regime can occur at very high microwave power levels, the so-called
breakdown region, where the surface resistance increases very sharply. The
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breakdown regime is believed to be caused by a heating effect and formation of
normal-state domains.
In relation to the nonlinear measurements of ZS for unpatterned films there are
two important considerations to notice. The first, high power amplifiers are normally
required to obtain adequate power to generate sufficient Hrf in the dielectric resonator.
This is due to the large volume of the dielectric resonator with reasonably uniform
current distribution. In order to maximise the circulating power, it is necessary to have
the adjustable input coupling, enabling the maintenance of critical coupling at all
power levels and temperatures. While, the output coupling is normally required to be
at a weak level for keeping the circulating power at maximum.
The heating effects of the films occurring as a result of the power dissipation
form the second consideration in relation to the nonlinear measurements. As dielectric
resonators are designed to be controlled by losses in the films, most of the input power
is dissipated in the film itself. This means that proper measures need to be taken to
manage the heating effects appearing within the vacuum space of the cryocooler. In
the measurement setup, the resonator is thermally connected on the one side to the
cold finger of the cryocooler, while additional arrangements need to be taken to cool
the other side [71].
As far as the nonlinear measurements of ZS for patterned films are concerned,
it needs to be mentioned that the large number of measurements of the surface
impedance have been conducted implementing patterned superconductors. Those
measurements used some of the typical transmission line setups such as stripline,
coplanar or microstrip, introduced before in this chapter. The Hrf is larger in the
patterned geometries than in the dielectric resonators as the distribution of currents is
structurally nonuniform with strong peaks occurring at the edges [72] within a
reasonably small area. Therefore, reaching high enough RF field levels to produce
nonlinear behaviour is relatively easy. As many practical devices are manufactured
using patterned films the microwave characterisation and practical investigation of
nonlinear effects are important for their applications.
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As was stated before, for the comprehensive investigation of nonlinear effects
of HTS films in this thesis, two types of resonators have been implemented - the
Hakki-Coleman type dielectric resonator and the stripline resonator.

2.2.4 Review of microwave measurement results of HTS with
nonlinear properties
Since the discovery of HTS in 1986 numerous research papers on nonlinear
properties of HTS superconductors have been published [60, 72-74]. Some results
related to the scope of this thesis are presented below.
The same resonators are normally used for the most measurements of ZS(Hrf)
and characterisation of the linear ZS. In the microwave experiments the resonant
frequency f0 and the quality factor Q are usually measured in order to determine the
physically meaningful quantities such as RS. Such measurements are completed in the
time or frequency domains [75].
The consequence of the nonlinear effects in a resonator is presented in Fig.
2.2-3, where undesirable distortion of the resonant curve is clearly visible at elevated
power [76]. It shows the results of measurements of transmitted power versus
frequency with a YBCO stripline resonator for a sequence of increasing power levels,
indicating the change from linear to highly nonlinear regions as a function of input
power.
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Fig. 2.2-3 Transmitted power vs frequency for a YBCO stripline resonator as a
function of input power (after [76]).

The maximum power for Fig. 2.2-3 results is +30dBm with the minimum of -20dBm.
The experiment was carried out where input power was set to -20dBm, and the
frequency was then swept to provide a power curve of transmitted power versus
frequency. The input power was then increased by 5dBm (to give -15dBm of input
power), and the frequency sweep was repeated to provide a second power curve. Other
power curves were obtained in similar fashion with input power increasing in steps of
5dBm for each run. The result is a family of power curves shown in Fig 2.2-3. The
frequency is 3GHz with the temperature at 77K. Solid lines show measured data and
dashed lines are calculated [76].

To investigate nonlinear effects in ceramics, a niobium quarter-wave cavity
resonator at 821MHz was fabricated by Delayen et al. [77] for the investigation of
HTS in RF fields up to 300Oe. Results for broad range of superconductors are
presented in Fig. 2.2-4.
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Fig. 2.2-4 Surface resistance vs RF magnetic field at 821MHz and 4.2K for a variety
of samples. The behaviour of a ceramic rod is shown for comparison. The high
apparent surface resistance of laser-ablated TBCCO on Consil is probably from the
edges, which were not coated (after [77]).

As can be seen from the Fig. 2.2-4, all superconductors behave in a similar fashion.
At the lower magnetic field range of 0.1-1Oe, the surface resistance increases at a
declining rate saturating finally in fields of 10-100Oe. It needs to be mentioned that
the surface resistance values at saturation is 10 to 100 times bigger than RS at the low
power values, however they are still only a few percent of the normal state surface
resistance.
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Kobayashi et al. [78] implemented a dielectric rod resonator for measurements
of the RS power dependence of YBCO ceramics. The surface field HS up to 104A/m
(126Oe) was achieved with a four-fold surge in the surface resistance at temperature
of 11K.

As far as granular films are concerned, 100µm thick TBCCO films have been
investigated in [79] as a function of RF power at 18GHz and showed an increase of
RS at 4K. The results showed that the unoriented film surface resistance saturated at
values of 100mW in RF magnetic fields of approximately 15Oe. The RS of the better
oriented films grew more gradually without reaching the saturation point, as
illustrated in Fig 2.2-5.

Fig. 2.2-5 Field dependence of RS of TBCCO thick films for varying degrees of caxis texturing measured at 18GHz and 4K (after [79]).

The surface resistance at the lowest levels of Hrf was below 10mW. The RS was
observed to increase with higher HS, with saturation in the un-oriented film.

Thick films manufactured with electrophoretic deposition technique were
developed in [80] for the implementation in resonators at high power levels. The
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deposition method involves the 8T magnetic field, positioning the particles in such a
way that results in better grain growth and texturing. The results obtained for two thick
films (textured and un-texured) measured in a niobium cavity resonator at 21.5GHz
and up to 1000A/m (12.6Oe) [81] are presented in Fig. 2.2-6.

Fig. 2.2-6 Dependence of RF field of the surface resistance of electrophoretically
deposited YBCO thick films at 4.2K and 21.5GHz. A highly textured thick film is
shown with filled circles and an untextured film is illustrated with open circles. For
comparison – two thin films are shown: an electron coevaporated film (inverted
triangles) and a CVD film (upright triangles) (after [81]).

Fig 2.2-6 also shows two thin films for comparison: a CVD film (upright triangles)
and an electron coevaporated film (inverted triangles). The RS of the textured film
(filled circles) growths as a square root of the microwave field, while the RS of the
untextured film (open circles) is not affected by the field up to approximately 50A/m
(0.6Oe) after rising linearly with the field.

It is known, based on various literature publications, that HTS thin films
display a wide range of RF microwave field or power dependences of the surface
resistance and reactance. There have been various mathematical dependencies
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proposed to describe the magnetic field dependence in terms of linear [64, 82],
quadratic [64, 82] and exponential representations [83, 84]. Normally, quality films
show comparable H2rf dependence of both the surface resistance and the surface
reactance at small fields, which gets steeper than H2rf with escalating microwave
power. Oates and co-authors [44, 54] identified three ranges (stated below) in the
surface RF field, while investigating the properties of YBCO thin film on LaAlO3
substrate stripline resonator in high RF field (up to 300Oe) for frequencies of 1.520GHz and temperatures of 4-90K:

i.

In the low field region (Hrf<10Oe) RS raises very slightly;

ii.

In the intermediate field region (10<Hrf<50Oe at 77K) the surface
resistance increases quadratically with RF field Hrf and frequency f as
RS(Hrf)=a(f,T)+b(f,T)H2rf;

iii.

At elevated magnetic fields Hrf >50-300 Oe, with the dependence on
temperature and frequency, RS rises quicker than the earlier quadratic
growth. In this field region, RS surges in a linear way with frequency,
demonstrating hysteretic progression [44, 54].

The increase in RS with elevated RF field at temperature of 67.3K and a frequency
range of 1.5-7.5GHz is illustrated in Fig. 2.2-7.
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Fig. 2.2-7 Surface resistance vs RF magnetic field at various frequencies. The solid
lines fit the initial parabolic increase. At higher fields RS increases more rapidly than
the extrapolated quadratic increase (after [54]).

A detailed set of the surface resistance dependence on the RF magnetic field data at
different temperatures for the frequency of 1.5GHz is presented in Fig. 2.2-8.

Fig. 2.2-8 RS vs Hrf at 1.5 GHz for the YBCO on LaAlO3 substrate stripline
resonator at different frequencies. The solid lines are quadratic fits (after [44]).
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A quadratic fit to the equation RS=RS(0)[1+bRH2RF] (where bR is a fitting constant) is
shown at various temperatures for different RF field values. As can be seen, all curves
illustrate similar behaviour, where at elevated RF magnetic fields the growth in RS is
quicker than H2RF.
Fig. 2.2-9 shows Dl/l(0) versus Hrf dependence for the same temperatures as
presented in Fig. 2.2-8 apart from the curve at 4.2K.

Fig. 2.2-9 The fractional change in the penetration depth l versus the RF magnetic
field Hrf at 1.5GHz the YBCO on LaAlO3 stripline resonator at different
temperatures. The solid lines are quadratic fits to the data (after [44]).
As can be observed from the Fig. 2.2-9, the functional behaviour of l(Hrf) is
comparable to RS(Hrf). However, the fractional variation in l is minor compared with
that of RS.

Fig. 2.2-10 shows plots of the resonant frequencies of f0 as functions of RF
field for the same set of temperatures as in Fig. 2.2-8 and 2.2-9. These resonant
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frequencies were used for the corresponding effective l in Fig. 2.2-9. The solid curves
are quadratic fits.

Fig. 2.2-10 Df0/f0 vs Hrf at 1.5GHz for the YBCO on LaAlO3 stripline resonator at
the same temperatures as Fig. 2.2-9. The solid lines are quadratic fits to the data.
(after [44]).

Fig 2.2-11 shows a typical set of values of both RS and XS with increased
microwave power for an epitaxial YBCO film measured with the stripline resonator
at 1.5GHz and 77.4K [85].
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Fig. 2.2-11 Typical power dependence of an epitaxial YBCO film measured with the
stripline resonator at 1.5GHz and 77.4K. (after [85])

The quadratic behaviour at low fields is normally credited to the Ginzburg-Landau
departing mechanism, when the Cooper pairs are destroyed under influence of the
microwave electric field. Subsequently steeper increase (around H4RF or steeper) in
ZS(HRF) is usually dominated by the vortex penetration into the superconducting
grains [85].

The surface resistance power dependence for various YBCO thin films
deposited on different substrates by various techniques was reported in [86] with the
results shown in Fig. 2.2-12.
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Fig. 2.2-12 A variety of different power dependences for different films on various
substrates measured by using the dielectric at 19GHz and (a) 77K and (b) 4.2K.
HS—YBCO sputtered on LaAlO3; UAL—YBCO laser deposited on LaAlO3; SE—
e-beam co-evaporated on MgO; Tl-2223—Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O8 two-step process on
LaAlO3; Tl-2212—Tl2Ba2Ca1Cu2O8 two-step process on MgO; UL—YBCO laser
deposited on CeO2/Al2O3 (after [86]).
Fig. 2.2-12 shows a great variety in responses of RS(HRF) that can be sublinear,
linear, quadratic or more rapidly increasing functions of HRF (~ H4RF). There are also
films where the surface resistance is almost unchanged up to relatively high fields of
approximately 15mT then starting to increase sharply in a stepwise way.
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As far as patterning effects are concerned, the discussion of their influence on
microwave properties of HTS films has been ongoing. In order to examine this
question, microwave properties of a superconducting sample are studied first in the
unpatterned form and after in the patterned state, with further comparison of the
obtained results. Extensive measurements of microwave properties of various YBCO
films on LaAO3 substrates in both the dielectric and stripline resonators were
conducted by Xin et al. in [71]. Various regions of the HTS film, as a result of the
difference in field distribution, have been tested for two resonators with the goal to
identify the effect of patterning on the nonlinear microwave properties of the HTS
films. Fig. 2.2-13 shows microwave current distribution for the two resonators used
in [71].

Fig. 2.2-13 Current distribution of both stripline resonator (left) and dielectric
resonator (after [71]).

As can be observed from Fig. 2.2-13, the stripline resonator has microwave current
spikes at the boundaries of the strip with minor values of current in the middle section,
meaning that the patterning process could influence the measurement results.
Otherwise, a circular spike of microwave current is detected near the disk centre, and
practically no current observed near the disk edges. Results of the power dependence
of RS obtained with the two techniques at 10.7GHz and 75K are presented in Fig. 2.214.
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Fig. 2.2-14 RS versus RF peak magnetic field Hrf measurements in the dielectric
resonator and the stripline resonator using the same YBCO film on sapphire for both
resonators at 75K and 10.7GHz. The solid curves are computed curves using the
model presented in [71] (after [71]).

As can be seen, the both techniques provide qualitatively similar results, where the
nonlinear onset occurring at approximately the same RF magnetic field for both
resonators. Therefore, it was concluded by the authors that patterning process had
little influence on the nonlinear characteristics of the film. It was also assumed that
the nonlinearity was not caused by the vortex penetration in YBCO at low and
intermediate (up to 100Oe) RF magnetic fields. The reason behind it was that HRF is
mainly perpendicular to the film surface in the sripline resonator, thus promoting the
vortex penetration, while HRF is typically parallel to the film in the dielectric resonator
surface causing no or very small demagnetisation effect.

As far as the temperature dependence of the surface resistance of HTS thin
films is concerned, Fig. 2.2-15 shows the surface resistance at 8GHz of some YBCO
thin films on MgO substrate grown by different techniques (laser ablation, sputtering,
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electron beam co-evaporation and MOCVD) compared with low-temperature
superconducting materials at the same reduced temperature.

Fig. 2.2-15 Temperature dependence of the surface resistance of YBCO thin films
on MgO substrate grown by a number of techniques compared with niobium and
niobium-tin superconductors at the same reduced temperature. The scale on the
upper axis refers to the reduced temperature for the Nb3Sn and Nb, while the lower
scale refers to the actual temperature of YBCO films. The TC of the three materials
coincides. (after [87]).

While it is difficult to distinguish individual films from the graph (Fig.2.2-15), the
main point is that all these techniques can produce good quality epitaxial thin films
with low surface resistance values. The thickness of the above films was 350nm for
the laser ablated and co-evaporated films, 400nm for the sputtered film and 180nm
for the MOCVD film. All the surface resistance values were calculated as though the
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films were thick compared with the penetration depth. The films were measured using
a coplanar resonator at 8GHz.

YBCO thin films grown by pulsed laser deposition technique on LaAlO3
substrates with different deposition temperatures have been investigated by J. Booth
et al. in [88] using a sapphire dielectric resonator. Fig. 2.2-16 shows the temperature
dependence of the sapphire dielectric resonator Q-factor and RS for YBCO films
obtained at deposition temperatures of 740C and 780C.

Fig. 2.2-16 Temperature dependence of sapphire dielectric resonator quality factor
for pairs of YBCO films grown at deposition temperatures of 780C and 740C. The
inset shows values for the surface resistance at 17.5GHz. (after [88]).

As can be observed from the obtained results, the HTS films at 740C show
considerably smaller RS than 780C films, leading to a higher quality factor of the
resonator, and lower corresponding RS (see inset). Films developed at lower
deposition temperature display lower values of s1 (resulting from a higher
quasiparticle scattering rate) and s2 (indicating a bigger penetration depth or a lower
superconducting density). While the reduced s1 yields a smaller RS at low
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temperature, by 76K the influence of the bigger l made the surface resistance of the
740C sample to surge above the 780C samples.

The temperature results for TBCCO films on CeO2 buffered sapphire
measured in a dielectric resonator at 8.5GHz are presented in Fig. 2.2-17 [89]. A high
quality YBCO film with small nonlinear effects up to 10mT was used as the reference
film.

Fig. 2.2-17 Temperature dependence of surface resistance of TBCCO and YBCO
thin films at 8.5GHz. The inset shows the same data on a different scale. A value
50µW was added to the theoretical curve to take into account the coupling losses
(after [89]).

The dielectric resonator yielded average microwave properties of the two films,
TBCCO and YBCO having a smaller TC as shown in Fig. 2.2-17.

Measured dependence of the surface resistance RS on frequency f obtained by
various research groups for YBCO thin films are presented in Fig. 2.2-18. It can be
observed that the superconducting films exhibit much lower values of the surface
resistance than copper in the frequency range of up to 100GHz. Also, the results for a
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traditional low temperature superconductor Nb are shown at the temperature of 77K
for comparison.

JCU

Fig. 2.2-18 Frequency dependence of the surface resistance of YBCO thin films and
copper at 77K, as well as niobium at 7.7K (modified [72], with JCU results added).

As is well known, the frequency dependence of the surface resistance RS(f) is in the
form of f1/2 for normal metals and f2 for superconductors.

Comments

As was mentioned before, several physical mechanisms are believed to be
responsible for the nonlinear effects in superconductors. These mechanisms can be
divided into two groups depending on their connection with either intrinsic or
extrinsic nonlinearities. It is well known that a number of nonlinear effects appear due
to defects in a crystal or a crystal-substrate interface. In good quality superconducting
thin films the nonlinearities can be induced by a change in the superconducting
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electron density due to the applied RF magnetic field HRF. However, the effect is
considerably small, and the nonlinear behaviour of superconductors cannot be fully
explained by this phenomenon, even though it can explain the quadratic dependence
of RS(HRF).

Superconductor thin films, which represent a system of superconducting
grains linked by Josephson-junctions, can be characterised by a coupled-grain model,
discussed in Chapter 3. As high quality superconductors have a small number of
Josephson links, the intrinsic effects such as the microwave heating, local heating of
weak links, weakly coupled grains, vortices, and mass vortex penetration become
important for characterisation of the materials. Some intrinsic effects are induced by
the flux penetration in a thin film at the increase of the magnetic field above HC1.
These effects are connected with a nonlinear change in a number of vortices in a
superconductor due to the magnetic field HRF and energy dissipation effects.

It also needs to be mentioned that the expertise in manufacturing HTS thin
films has achieved a very progressive phase, where advanced HTS films with
exceptional microwave characteristics, very reproducible with outstanding
performance, can be regularly fabricated for widespread applications. However, the
main restriction for microwave applications of HTS films still comes from microwave
nonlinearity. As was mentioned before, the physical mechanisms responsible for
nonlinearities are still not clear, although the leading causes of the microwave
nonlinear effects have been investigated comprehensively and are well reported. For
example, oxygen content and impurity doping are believed to be significantly
responsible for nonlinearities of the HTS films. However, patterning and grain
boundaries are found to be irrelevant to the power handling of high quality
superconductors.

The problem of modelling the power dependent surface resistance of hightemperature superconductors is a complicated issue because the nonlinear dependence
can arise due to the several physical phenomena. Proposed models usually assume
that there is only one reason behind the nonlinear losses. Hence, more complex HTS
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system models, or better models need to be developed to accurately simulate RF
properties of HTS thin films at relatively high power levels. The next chapter reviews
proposed lumped-element models by various research groups, and also paves the way
for the development of the model used in this dissertation.
It also needs to be mentioned that the heat dissipation in the dielectric substrate
of HTS thin films and HTS microstrip resonators at elevated power levels is not a
crucial characteristic for investigations of nonlinear effects. This is due to the fact of
high thermal conductivity of dielectric substrates at lower temperatures.
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CHAPTER 3
Review of lumped element modelling of
microwave properties of HTS superconductors
and superconducting resonators

As was discussed in Chapter 1, superconducting technologies have various
applications in energy, transportation, and communication industries. The
applications of HTS that are of interest in this thesis include microwave and high
frequency filters for communication networks. As is known, the applications of HTS
in this area have been limited so far to mobile base station networks affected by
interference or specific purposes requiring ultimate performance. Additionally,
applications have been limited to low RF power levels due to deterioration of
performance caused by nonlinear effects as described in Chapter 2. Therefore, there
is an obvious necessity for an enhanced CAD (computer-aided design) tool for
simulations of HTS electronic circuits and systems that takes nonlinear HTS effects
into account. To enable the CAD implementation, HTS lumped-element modelling is
necessary that can be incorporated into existing software for simulations and design
of HTS microwave filters.

Up to recently, the main progress in the development of CAD tools for
superconducting electronics (SCE) has been achieved in enhancing calibration
procedures for semiconductor instruments, instead of producing new technology
specialised tools. The recent development in CAD field displays a preference for
sizable and costly CAD applications, or instruments specifically designed for market
based semiconductor CAD tools. Nevertheless, the momentum is also building for
alternative open source or freeware circuit design tools to become widely available.
Extensive research on the superconducting circuit design software, its accuracy and
performance were conducted in the past in 1999 [1] and 2013 [2]. Following the
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classifications used in [1] with some additions from [2] the SCE design software can
be organised into several categories such as: circuit simulators, layout editors, circuit
optimisers, inductance estimators, logic simulators, full–wave solvers, and layout
synthesizers. Each listed category uses various design software packages, for
example: WRSpice, JSIM and JSPICE for the circuit simulators; MALT and COWBoy
for the circuit optimisers; XIC, AutoCAD and Wavemaker for the layout editors; Sline
and INDEX for the inductance estimators, and others. As far as the scope of this
dissertation is concerned, the full-wave solvers have been of interest, as they are
needed for analog circuits and passive transmission lines where the investigation of
scattering parameters of superconducting components is essential. Currently used
commercial solvers are FEKO [3] – implemented for superconductor nanowire
absorbance [4]; HFSS [5] – used for filters [6], microstrip lines [7, 8], and antennas
[9]; Sonnet [10] – used for microstrip lines [8]; and CST [11] – implemented for
antennas [9]. Most available applications implement special methods to simulate
superconducting properties using the existing field solvers. However, this process
makes computations very complicated, raising points regarding the suitability of used
tools.

There is a substantial body of knowledge of circuit theory on analysis and
design of resonators and filters. However, there are limited techniques as far as
lumped element models of HTS and superconductors in general are concerned.
Although certain methods listed above seem to be currently sufficient, purpose built
superconducting models would enable better efficiency for the development for HTS
circuits. The next subchapter provides a summary of existing body of knowledge in
the field of modelling of superconducting phenomena.

3.1 Equivalent circuit representation of superconductors
An equivalent circuit for a superconductor can be determined based on its
physical properties, as for any other type of material. As introduced in Chapter 2.1, a
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simple way to describe the electrodynamics of superconductors was given by the
London brothers in 1934, based on the phenomenological ‘two-fluid’ model of Gorter
and Casimir [12]. According to the model, the charge carriers are divided into two
subsystems – superconducting carriers of density ns and normal electrons of density
nn. The superconducting carriers were associated later on with Cooper pairs of charge
-2e and mass 2me [13]. The normal current Jn and the supercurrent JS are assumed to
flow in parallel, and the total current is the sum of JS and Jn. JS flows with no resistance
and follows the London equations described in Chapter 2.1. In the two fluid model
the conductivity of superconductor ss = s1 – js2, and its impedance Zs = Rs + jXs, are
complex values in the external electromagnetic field. Therefore, to represent a
superconductor in the external field it is appropriate to model the superconductor as
an equivalent electric network consisting of an active resistance and inductance
connected in parallel [14], as shown in Fig. 3.1.

Fig. 3.1 Equivalent representation of the superconductor conductivity (after [14]).

Similarly, the surface impedance of a superconductor ZS can be represented as
a resistance and inductance connected in series [15], as illustrated in Fig. 3.2.

J

RS

XS

Fig. 3.2 Equivalent representation of the superconductor impedance (after [15]).

All electrons form Cooper pairs at zero temperature, while at finite
temperatures - some pairs break into normal quasi-particles due to thermal effects.
Cooper pairs produce an inductive channel, as shown in Fig. 3.1, while normal
electrons create a resistive ohmic path for the electric current flow. The values of the
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kinetic inductance and normal resistance of a superconductor are dependent on the
density of Cooper pairs and normal electrons, defining the electromagnetic properties
of the superconductor.

Other variation of the equivalent circuit model to represent a superconductor
is illustrated in Fig 3.3 [16].

Fig. 3.3 Equivalent representation of the superconductor impedance (after [16])

The inductance LS denotes the superconducting path, reflecting the flow of
superconducting electrons. In more details - the resistance occurs due to the inertia of
superconducting electrons, therefore when the electromagnetic field changes sign, the
superconducting electrons are unable to adjust direction right away. Thus, the
microwave current is modelled as an inductance LS representing the current out of
phase with the voltage.

The resistance Rn and inductance Ln represents the normal electron path. This
path reflects the impedance of the normal electrons. The inductance produces a
voltage across a superconductor causing the normal electrons to move, inducing
currents in the normal channel and thereby generating dissipation. In case of a direct
current and very low frequencies, the superconducting path shorts out the normal
channel, leading to essentially zero resistance. It needs to be noted that the inductance
Ln in the normal channel is often neglected which is similar to modelling the normal
channel as nondispersive (frequency independent).
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HTS materials have the extremely short coherence length x0, making them
very responsive to defects. When the defects get bigger than x0 they are anticipated to
become insulating or exhibit normal conductivity [14]. On the contrary, minor defects
such as grain boundaries, were discovered to behave as Josephson junctions in High
Temperature Superconductors [17], enabling the conduction of Cooper pairs past a
boundary of thickness similar to x0 [18]. The coupled-grain model was first presented
in [19], postulating that the material was to be built of superconducting ‘grains’ linked
by defects similar to Josephson junctions. This model, shown in Fig. 3.4, was
implemented to analyse the surface impedance of polycrystalline YBCO thin films,
where the magnetic field penetration at grain boundaries affected the inductance of
weak links.

Fig. 3.4 (a) Superconducting film with grain boundary; (b) equivalent circuit of
superconducting film with grain boundary structure (after [19]).

The weakly-coupled grain model has formed the basis for models which
discussed specifically the nonlinear microwave losses of HTS films in RF fields. The
adjusted coupled-grain model, that defines the initial raise of RS and l comparative to
H2RF, has been introduced in [20, 21] with the RS dependence expressed as:
.
/
𝑅" (𝐻) = 𝑅" (0)(1 + 𝑏, 𝐻,-

(3.1)
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where RS(H) and RS(0) are the surface resistance at HRF field and at zero field
respectively, and br is the fitting parameter. Oates et al. [21] has modified the coupledgrain model to incorporate nonlinear effects via the junction dependence on the RF
current. The model does not define the principle of the defects and the ‘grains’ are
simply described as areas of defect free order. The authors further suggested that the
YBCO thin films can be characterised by the grains in a series connection with
Josephson junctions. Fig. 3.5 illustrates the simplified model and the equivalent circuit
used for calculations of the nonlinear surface impedance.

Fig. 3.5 Modified coupled-grain model (top) and equivalent circuit to calculate ZS of
the YBCO thin films (after [21]).

In this circuit, resistors in parallel combination with inductors model the grains. This
coupled-grain equivalent circuit model represents in fact the usual two-fluid model
for an ideal superconductor, where Rg and Lg are associated with the penetration depth
and resistivity. The junctions are also modelled (the same as in Fig. 3.4) by a resistance
in parallel with an inductance, however the physical nature of these elements is
different from the grains. Rj is the shunting resistance and Lj is the junction inductance.

A hysteretic loss model was proposed in [22] and is based on calculations of
Norris [23] derived from the Bean’s critical state model [24]. The hysteresis model
has been combined by Nguyen et al. [25] with the weakly coupled grain model. The
model proposes that at certain value of HRF the behaviour of the surface resistance
varies, and losses start rising quicker than the primary quadratic rate. It is suggested
that vortices begin to enter the superconductor in this high magnetic field, and the
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expansion in losses occurs due to hysteresis losses, which become added to the
coupled-grain model losses.

Halbritter [26, 27] explained the nonlinear phenomenon in superconducting
materials by considering the formation of vortices in weak links with the vortex
concentration determined by HRF. The penetration of vortices into grains and fluxoid
motion have been considered as possible factors contributing to the nonlinear effect.

Wosik et al. [28] and Hein et al. [29] attributed nonlinear losses to the global
heating effects. The thermal power dissipated Pdiss in YBCO superconducting films at
high RF magnetic fields was given as [29]:
𝑃2344 = 1/27𝑅28- 𝐴28- + 𝑅" (𝐴 − 𝐴28- );𝐵".

(3.2)

where Rdef and Adef are the surface resistance and the area of defects respectively, BS
is the applied magnetic field, and A is the initial area.

Due to the improved quality of High Temperature Superconductors it was
acknowledged that the model of granular HTS films might be unsuitable to describe
the surface impedance. As a result, an alternative transmission line model was
proposed by Portis and Cooke in [30], that accounts for microwave field penetration
within the junctions and grains. The model regards the grain boundary junction being
operational in the form of a stripline between the two superconducting grains, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.6.

Fig. 3.6 Transmission line representation of an intergranular junction (after [30]).
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In this model, the surface impedance Zg characterises the granular region, and the
inductance Lj denotes the flux within the junction. The capacitance Cj, inductivity lj,
and resistivity rj characterise the current flow across the junction. This approach was
able to describe the surface impedance ZS(T,H,f) in relation to parameters of the
junction, as well as various levels of granularity.

In respect to applications of HTS films in microwave systems, as was stated
in Chapter 2.2, the field dependence of the surface resistance has become a main
question. As was shown before in this chapter, the quadratic field dependence of ZS
prevailed to be the main characteristic of the coupled-grain model. However, in view
of the current understanding, which showed various mechanisms responsible for
nonlinearities, the generalisation of using only the quadratic field dependence of RS
and LS could not be justified. In this manuscript, the vortex penetration and vortex
movement in a superconductor is considered as dominant factors causing the increase
in losses in HTS films under the high RF magnetic fields (HRF > HC1). Thus, to model
the nonlinear surface impedance of a superconductor, three types of RF field
dependences have been analysed and assessed together, such as linear, quadratic and
exponential. This approach enabled the development of a comprehensive lumped
element model of HTS materials that takes into account dependence of nonlinear
effects on elevated RF power levels. The results of this theoretical contribution are
presented in Chapter 4.

Having discussed so far the equivalent circuit representation of a
superconductor, the review of equivalent modelling of resonance circuits is presented
in the next section.

3.2 RLC modelling of resonance systems
As is known, an ideal resonance circuit has infinite number of resonant
frequencies which correspond to different wave modes excited in the network. In
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systems with high quality factors, these resonant frequencies are located far enough
from each other in relation to the width of the resonance curve. In this case, according
to the known electromagnetic theory (see for example [31]), any resonator can be
presented as either a series or a parallel equivalent RLC lumped element circuit. The
frequency dependence of the normalised imaginary part X (reactance) of the
impedance (Z=R+jX), for an ideal resonance system without loses (R=0), can be
presented as a graph shown in Fig. 3.7. [31].

Fig. 3.7 Frequency dependence of microwave resonator reactance (after [31])

As illustrated, X(–w) = –X(w).
The equation defining X in a general format can be expressed as

( w2 - w12 )(w2 - w32 )...( w2 - w22n-1 )
X = Aw 2 2
w ( w - w22 )(w2 - w42 )...( w2 - w22n- 2 )

(3.3)

where w2, w4, … w2n-2 are the positive poles, –w2, –w4, … –w2n-2 are the negative
poles, w1, w2, … w2n-1 are the positive zeros, –w1, –w2, … –w2n-1 are the negative zeros,
A is a constant.

On the basis of the theory of residues of complex functions [31], the equation (3.3)
can be represented near the reactance poles when X ® ¥ as

X = Lw +

a0
2a w
2a w
+ 2 2 2 + ... + 2 2n- 22
w w - w2
w - w2 n- 2

(3.4)
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where ai denotes the residues of the given function near its corresponding poles.

An equivalent network of the equation (3.4) corresponds to a series
representation of parallel LiCi circuits as shown in Fig. 3.12.

Fig. 3.8 Equivalent circuit for eqn. (3.4) (after [31])

The corresponding elements of the circuit in Fig. 3.8 can be expressed as:
C0 = –1/a0, Ci = –1/2ai, w2i2 = 1/LiCi, L= A.
The values of the inductance Li and capacitance Ci are determined as a particular set
for each resonant frequency.
> = −𝟏/𝑿
> , has poles near zeros of the
The normalised reactive admittance, 𝒃
> can be written as
function X(ω). The equation for 𝒃

b=-

1 w2 ( w2 - w22 )(w2 - w42 )...( w2 - w22n- 2 )
Aw ( w2 - w12 )(w2 - w23 )...( w2 - w22n-1 )

(3.5)

Following the residue theory [31], the equation (3.5) can be represented as:

b = Cw +

b0
2b w
2b w
+ 2 1 2 + ... + 2 2n-12
w w - w1
w - w2n-1

where bi is the residues of the given function near its corresponding poles.

(3.6)
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An equivalent network of the eqn. (3.6) corresponds to a parallel representation of
series LiCi circuits, as shown in Fig.3.9.

Fig. 3.9 Equivalent circuit for eqn. (3.6) (after [31])

The corresponding elements of the circuit (Fig.3.9) can be represented as:
L0 = –1/b0, Li = –1/2bi, w2i-12 = 1/LiCi, C = – 1/A.

The equivalent circuits presented above are the foundation for successful lumped
element modelling of microwave resonant systems.

For conventional metallic circuits, when modes are separated and frequency
range is limited, only one set of LC circuits is necessary. To take into account energy
dissipation effects, equivalent networks for parallel and series models should involve
a resistor representing losses, as shown in Fig. 3.10.

Fig. 3.10 Parallel (a) and series (b) equivalent lumped element networks for a
resonator taking into account dissipation effects (after [31])
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In this case, the quality factor of the parallel resonance circuit (Fig. 3.10 a) can be
expressed as:

Qi = ω2i Ci R i

(3.7)

and the quality factor of the series circuit (Fig.3.10 b) as:

Q i = ω 2i -1

Li
Ri

(3.8)

It needs to be mentioned that conventional metallic and HTS microwave
resonators are usually single mode for practical applications. However, for
conventional resonators and filters, it has been sufficient for a while that the
dissipation is modelled with a single resistor of constant value. Nevertheless, for HTS
resonators and filters, the single resistor modelling approach is not adequate, thus, a
more comprehensive model of HTS resonating system is required, as mentioned
earlier in section 3.1.

In practical applications and microwave characterisation of HTS materials a
resonator needs to be coupled to a source and to a load. As a result of incorporating
the resonator into the loaded system, the measured loaded quality factor QL will differ
from the unloaded Q0-factor, as stated in Chapter 2, namely Q0 = QL(1+b1+b2), where
b1 and b2 are coupling coefficients of the resonator system. The coupling coefficients
are based on energy leakage through the input and output port respectively:
b=Pext/P0=Q0/Qext, where Pext is the external dissipated power and Qext is the Q-factor
of the resonator circuitry.

In order to identify coupling of resonators in CAD microwave software
simulations, a coupling matrix identification needs to be performed [32]. For this task,
a full wave optimisation of the complete structure is required. The optimisation can
include different functions, for example the scattering parameters computed at many
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[33] or few [34] frequency points, an extracted coupling matrix [35, 36], as well as
poles and zeros extracted from models of S11 and S21 [37].
Possibly the most capable method involves the identification of the coupling
matrix after each separate full-wave investigations [32]. However, there are certain
restrictions in application of this approach discussed in details in [32] with alternative
solutions also discussed there. It needs to be mentioned that detailed consideration of
coupling solutions involving CAD systems is outside of the scope of this thesis.

In relation to practical (not CAD) techniques developed in the past to
determine the unloaded Q0 factors of microwave resonance systems, they were not
always applicable for microwave resonators placed in vacuum/cryogenic
environments. The reasons for that were practical constraints of the cryogenic systems
preventing measurements at locations appropriate for the Q0-factor techniques, and
also proper calibration of components inside a cryocooler using a Vector Network
Analyser (VNA). As was stated in Chapter 2.2, the easiest method to get the loaded
QL factor from S parameter measurements is using the 3dB method, that is
implemented in VNA. However, in practical measurements of S parameters, the
existence of noise and the fixed resolution of VNA result in a noisy S21 trace. This
leads to inaccurate results if errors are not taken into account. It also needs to be
mentioned, that most S-parameter techniques were developed for the presence of
lossless coupling, leading to inaccuracies due to the always lossy coupling in practical
measurements. There are also other practical effects that need to be accounted for,
such as crosstalk effects and impedance mismatch [38]. To remove these uncertainties
in obtaining the loaded QL-factor, multi-frequency measurements are required.

One of the most precise multi-frequency measurement methods is based on
fitting a curve to measured Q-circles [38]. This technique enables to obtain accurate
coupling coefficients and QL-factor. So far a number of methods have been developed
such as the S11 reflection mode method [38], the S21 phase method for transmission
mode resonators [39], and Transmission Mode Q-Factor (TMQF) technique [40].
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In the phase technique, developed by Stanford University and Hewlett Packard
[39], the loaded QL-factor is identified from the phase of S21 parameter and is founded
on a transmission mode resonator with a series equivalent model pictured in Fig 3.11.

Fig. 3.11 A series RLC circuit of a microwave resonator (after [39])

However, the phase method has a substantial limitation, as it is only suitable
for extremely weak coupling conditions, it was designed for S21 measurements only.

The technique described in [38], sometimes referred as the Kajfez technique,
is based on measurements of S11 parameter and is suitable to reflection mode
resonators. Using this technique the unloaded Q0-factor can be obtained with very
high precision of better than 1 percent. However, it was designed for reflection mode
resonators only and is not applicable to measurements of S11 (or S22) coefficients for
transmission mode studies.

More precise method, called TMQF technique, was developed in [40] based
on comparable circle fitting procedure and circuit theory implemented in the Kajfez
technique. The TMQF technique enables to identify the loaded QL factor and the
coupling coefficients for transmission mode resonators with lossy coupling. This
technique has been implemented in this dissertation to accurately obtain unloaded Q0
factor in the course of experimental investigations of microwave properties of YBCO
and NdBCO superconductors, with obtained results presented in Chapter 5.
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In relation to RLC circuits of loaded resonators, some examples of various
model combinations are presented below. A review of cavities presented in the
investigation [41] of microwave properties of HTS was followed by a lumped element
study of transmission lines and resonators in terms of their coupling coefficients [41].
An example of the equivalent circuit of a two-port resonator coupled to input and
output transmission lines is presented in Fig. 3.12.

Fig. 3.12 (a) Equivalent circuit of a two-port resonator coupled to input and output
transmission lines. (b) Transformation of the driving voltage and loads into shunt
with the resonator (after [41])

The resistance R describes the dissipation of electromagnetic energy, the
inductance L is related to the magnetic energy, and the capacitor C is linked with the
electrical energy of the resonator. The microwave source is presented by the voltage
V0 matching to the input line. In parallel with the resistance R is the load resistances
m2Z0 and m'2Z'0.

The following circuit representation of a practical dielectric resonator was
proposed in [42] and shown in Fig. 3.13. This circuit is based on the TMQF technique
introduced before in this Chapter.
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Fig. 3.13 Equivalent model of transmission resonator system (after [42])

A resonator is presented by the parallel RLC network. The coupling losses of each
port are represented by resistances RS1 and RS2, and the coupling reactances are
simulated by XS1 and XS2. The transmission lines of each port have characteristic
impedances equal to the load RC.

Calculations of equivalent series network for a resonator utilised in
investigations of the electron spin resonance effect were presented in [43]. Two
variations of the equivalent resonant circuit are illustrated in Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.15.
The first case involves the series circuit connected to the input and output coupling
networks through the transformer representation, while in other case the coupling
parts are integrated into the series circuit itself as shown in Fig. 3.15.

Fig. 3.14 Equivalent series circuit of resonator connected to the input and output
coupling networks (after [43])
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Fig. 3.15 Equivalent series circuit with integrated coupling parts (after [43])

A simplified series equivalent circuit for analysis of transmission microstrip
resonators was used in [44], where nonlinearities occurring in a half-wavelength
resonator based on a superconducting microstrip line were discussed (Fig. 3.16 and
3.17).

Fig. 3.16 Transmission line with current distribution (after [44])

Fig. 3.17 Equivalent circuit of transmission line (after [44])

A series equivalent circuit was employed in the application to harmonic
balance algorithms for the nonlinear modelling of HTS devices [45]. Fig. 3.18 shows
an equivalent circuit of a transmission line section with incorporated nonlinear
elements that account for nonlinearities in HTS.
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Fig. 3.18 Equivalent circuit of a transmission line section (after [45])

A complete network suggested in [45] to analyse the response of a High Temperature
Superconducting nonlinear transmission line to a signal source is shown in Fig. 3.19.

Fig. 3.19 Equivalent circuit of HTS (nonlinear) transmission line consisting of linear
network with N+1 ports loaded with N nonlinear 1-ports (after [45])

Nonlinear effects in HTS using an equivalent circuit of HTS line resonators
shown in Fig. 3.20 were analysed in [46]. The equivalent network was simulated to
investigate intermodulation distortion effects in resonators. DR(i) and DL(i) are
nonlinear functions of the current i.
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Fig. 3.20 Equivalent circuit to research Inter Modulation Distortion (IMD) in
resonators (after [46]).

As can be seen from the review presented in this chapter, all elements of
resonators and superconducting samples under test can be represented using resonant
lump element circuits. Very basic equivalent circuit models of resonators and
superconductors, as often presented in fundamental books on microwave engineering,
are normally inadequate for the development of precise RLC model to represent
nonlinearities in HTS. This is because they do not sufficiently describe the behaviour
of superconductors under high RF currents. Modelling of the nonlinear properties of
the resonators and superconducting samples can be achieved when the equivalent
circuit parameters R, L and C are represented as nonlinearly dependent on either the
superconducting current IS or the magnetic field HRF. As was presented in this
Chapter, the increase in RF losses in HTS films can be attributed to several
mechanisms which can occur under high RF currents, for example weak link losses,
microwave heating, vortices in weak links and a bulk vortex penetration. Opinions
among research community remain divided on which phenomenon can be considered
as the major factor. As a result, there is a difference in presentation of nonlinear
dependences of the resistance and inductance in equivalent circuits by various
scientific groups. It was shown that linear, quadratic and exponential dependences can
be used to model nonlinearities. Those dependences have been investigated separately
and no unified comparable analysis was proposed in the past. In addition, there is a
lack of an adequate RLC model to simulate nonlinear responses accurately at elevated
power levels. Therefore, an accurate RLC equivalent circuit model to represent
nonlinearities in HTS at high RF currents is necessary.
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The development of accurate techniques to model nonlinear effects at elevated
power levels of microwave resonators demands skilled methodologies and tactics in
measurement procedures, circuit analysis and mathematical techniques. In addition,
an advanced understanding of physical mechanisms responsible for nonlinear effects
is essential. In the next Chapter a development of an advanced lumped element model
of HTS materials reflecting dependence of nonlinear effects on RF power is presented.

In addition, it needs to be mentioned that there is also a distributed element
model approach which assumes that circuit elements are distributed continuously
throughout the material of the circuit. This approach is mostly used in circuits where
the wavelengths of the signals are comparable with dimensions of the components.
However, the distributed models are not fully suitable for microwave characterisation
of materials, especially superconductors, embedded in a resonator structure, as
radiation losses are high and the quality factor is small in the distributed model
approach. One of the scientific goals of this thesis was to investigate/simulate
microwave properties of superconducting materials, while the distributed model is
more appropriate for modelling of actual devices, for example microwave planar
filters.
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CHAPTER 4
Development of a lumped element model describing
nonlinear properties of HTS materials for Computer Aided
Design (CAD)

The main subject considered in this chapter is the development of a lumped
element model of superconducting resonator, which takes nonlinear properties of HTS
materials into consideration. This model needed to be relatively simple, so it could be
implemented within a CAD tool that can be used for design of superconducting
devices with more precise characteristics. To the author’s knowledge, there is
currently no commercial CAD tool available that takes into account nonlinear effects.

During the model development, there were two separate topics to consider.
The first topic was relatively simple - the modelling of a resonator. The second topic
was more complex – the modelling of high temperature superconductors exhibiting
nonlinear properties that depend on RF power. The basic model of HTS – the two
fluid model [1] and its lumped element equivalent circuit [2], as well as a modified
circuit [3], are not able to reflect the nonlinear properties of HTS materials due to
constant values of their elements.

As discussed in Chapter 3, nonlinear power effects result in nonlinear surface
impedance, harmonic generation and two tone intermodulation distortion. Different
RF power dependences (linear, quadratic, exponential) of surface resistance RS on RF
magnetic field based on observed characteristics have been proposed by separate
research groups [4-9], as described in chapter 3. In this chapter, all three dependences
(linear, quadratic, exponential) have been applied to the superconducting circuit
elements of the equivalent models for more complete analysis. A comparative analysis
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of three functional dependences and an identification of model parameters are also
presented. This chapter also describes one of the possible approaches to extend an
advanced lumped element model of a superconducting resonator to represent
nonlinear effects applicable for wide range of RF power level.

4.1 Equivalent lumped element models of superconducting
resonators
As it is well known from the circuit theory (also discussed in Chapter 3), two
basic lumped element RLC circuit representations can be used for modelling of
microwave electromagnetic responses of any resonator [10]. Therefore, microwave
resonators, including the Hakki-Coleman dielectric resonator, considered in this
thesis, can be represented as either a parallel or a series RLC network (see Fig. 4.1),
where L and C are inductance and capacitance of the resonator, and the resistance R
represents losses of the resonator related to cavity walls, dielectric (if any), and
top/bottom plates.

L

C

L
C

R
a

R
b

Fig. 4.1 Parallel (a) and series (b) circuits representing a microwave resonator.

The series RLC circuit has been selected for the work described in this thesis,
so the lower the resistance of the resonator, the higher Q-factor (4.1) of the resonator.
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where Q0(ser) is the quality factor of a series circuit, w0 – resonant frequency, and a attenuation coefficient.

The quality factor Q of the Hakki-Coleman dielectric resonator with HTS
plates, used in this thesis, is determined by the surface resistance of superconducting
plates, surface resistance of metallic walls Rmet and loss tangent of the dielectric tand,
as repeated below after eq. (2.2.18):
1
𝑅2 𝑅5%6 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿
=
+
+
𝑄" 𝐴2 𝐴5%6 𝐴;<%=

(4.2)

As discussed in Chapter 3, the basic model of High Temperature
Superconductor is the two-fluid model, as shown in Fig. 4.2. The inductive part of the
circuit denotes superconducting electrons and the resistive part is responsible for
normal electrons in HTS materials.

Fig. 4.2 Equivalent representation of a superconductor based on the two-fluid model
(after [11] with element notations changed for clarity).

However, this equivalent circuit (Fig. 4.2) has a number of drawbacks such as
that the reactance wLSS can be short-circuited by surface resistance RS at T=0 due to
the fact that the at temperatures close to absolute zero, the losses in a superconductor
are very small and the resistance of normal electrons RS is close to zero. It also needs
to be mentioned that the equivalent diagram in Fig. 4.2 models the normal current
flow path as nondispersive (frequency independent). Hence, the author of this
dissertation proposed that an additional element LSn to be added to the parallel
combination of LSS and RS. The inductance LSn can be seen as related to the frequency
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dependent flow of normal electrons under the influence of applied external RF
magnetic field.

As reported in chapter 3, the inductance LSn can be incorporated in series to
the normal electron path surface resistance RS as shown in Fig. 4.3. In this model, the
superconducting current path with no resistance is represented by the inductance LSS,
and the normal current path is modelled by impedance with the inductance LSn and
resistance RS in series.

Fig. 4.3 Equivalent lumped element model of a superconductor, with LSn in series to
RS (after [3] with element notations changed for clarity).

In addition, from the point of view of conceptual possible circuit variations,
the inductance LSn can be placed in series to the parallel combination of LSS and RS as
shown in Fig. 4.4. However, this circuit representation needs to be considered as a
‘Black Box’ modelling approach due to the element LSn circuitry position.

Fig. 4.4 Equivalent lumped element model of a superconductor, with LSn in series to
the parallel combination of LSSRS.

By connecting the three lumped element models of HTS materials: the basic
two fluid model and two modifications proposed (shown in Fig. 4.2, Fig. 4.3 and Fig.
4.4 respectively) in series with the RLC model of a microwave resonator (Fig. 4.1b),
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three configurations of the superconducting resonator models are obtained. These
three configurations are presented below in Figs. 4.5 – 4.7.

The model ‘A’, shown in Fig. 4.5, is the simplest representation of a
superconducting resonator, when a resonator itself, is represented by a series RLC
network with a parallel combination of inductance LSS and surface resistance RS only
to model a superconductor.

Fig. 4.5 Circuit representation of a superconducting resonator using the two-fluid
model (model ‘A’).

Fig. 4.6 shows the second model (model ‘B’) with the inductance LSn in series
to the surface resistance RS of the superconducting sample.

Fig. 4.6 Circuit representation of a superconducting resonator (model ‘B’).

The third model of the superconducting resonator with the inductance LSn, in
series to a parallel combination of inductance LSS and surface resistance RS is
illustrated in Fig. 4.7 (model ‘C’).
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Fig. 4.7 Circuit representation of a superconducting resonator (model ‘C’)

From this point forward, only two models ‘B’ and ‘C’ are considered further
in this thesis due to the mentioned earlier model ‘A’ superconducting circuit
limitations.

The resonance frequency of the models is determined mostly by the inductance
L with a very small contribution from the inductances LSS and LSn, because of their
relatively small values. The element R represents EM losses in normal metal walls of
the dielectric resonator.

In order to simulate and investigate the transmitted RF power responses of the
two equivalent lumped element models ‘B’ and ‘C’, corresponding power equations
were derived by the author of this thesis (using the circuit theory and mathematical
algorithms created in the Maple software [11]). Obtained RF power equations model
resonant curves of the superconducting resonator that can be measured using
appropriate equipment.

The equation derived for the model ‘B’ and ‘C’ of Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 are given
below as eqns. (4.3) and (4.4) respectively:
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1
w 2C 2V 2 ( L2SSw 2 RS + RRS2 + Rw 2 L2SS + 2 Rw 2 LSS LSn + Rw 2 L2Sn )
P=
2 2w 2 LSS LSn + R 2w 4C 2 L2SS + RS2 + w 2 LSS + w 2 L2Sn + 2w 6 LC 2 L2Sn LSS + w 4 L2SS C 2 RS2 +
+ 2w 4 LC 2 RS2 LSS + 2w 6 L2C 2 LSS LSn + 2w 6 LC 2 L2SS LSn + 2 Rw 4C 2 L2SS RS + R 2w 4C 2 L2Sn
+ w 4 L2C 2 RS2 - 4w 4 LSS LSnCLSn + 2 R 2w 4C 2 LSS LSn - 2w 4 L2SS LC - 2w 4 L2SS CLSn - 2w 4 L2Sn LC
- 2w 4 L2Sn LSS C + R 2w 2C 2 RS2 + w 6 L2C 2 L2SS + w 6 L2C 2 L2Sn + w 6 L2SS C 2 L2Sn - 2 RS2w 2 LC - 2 RS2w 2 LSS C
(4.3)

1
V 2w 2C 2 ( Rw 2 L2SS + RRS2 + L2SSw 2 RS )
P=
2 RS2 - 2w 2 ( L + LSn )CRS2 - 2 RS2w 2 LSS C + R 2w 4C 2 L2SS + w 4 ( L + LSn )2 C 2 RS2 + RS2w 4 L2SS C 2 - 2w 4 L2SS LC + w 2 L2SS + 2 Rw 4C 2 L2SS RS + R 2w 2C 2 RS2 + w 6 ( L + LSn )2 C 2 L2SS + 2w 4 ( L + LSn )C 2 RS2 LSS

(4.4)
where R, L, C are microwave resonator model parameters; LSS, LSn, RS are
superconductor model parameters; w is the circular frequency (w=2pf=1/(LC)-1/2);
and V is the voltage across the capacitor C, assumed to equal 1 (one) here, and other
elements as described before.

These circuit solutions (4.3 and 4.4) were found to be stable in a wide range
of Rs, LSS, and LSn parameters deviations.

As discussed before in this chapter, in order to model the nonlinear behaviour
of HTS resonators, the circuit elements RSS, LSS, and LSn of the equivalent lumped
element models ‘B’ and ‘C’ need to be presented as a function of RF magnetic field
HRF, or RF power P. As described in Chapter 3, linear, quadratic and exponential
mathematical dependences of the surface resistance RS on the magnetic field HRF have
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been proposed in literature [7-9] to fit observed characteristics depending on RF
power levels and physical phenomena behind the nonlinear effects.

Hence, the physical phenomena responsible for partial transition of
superconducting electrons into normal electrons at low power levels can be described
through the linear dependence on the circuit elements LSS , LSn, and RS on RF magnetic
field HRF (see eq. 4.5). The nonlinearity contributing causes in terms of energy losses
such as weak links losses at low power levels, microwave heating effects, weakly
coupled grains with magnetic field penetration at grain boundaries, and partial vortex
penetration in weak links can be included in the model with the quadratic dependence
of the circuit elements on the RF magnetic field HRF, as presented in equation (4.6).
The vortex penetration into superconducting grains and the fluxoid motion can be
modelled by the exponential dependence of circuit elements on RF magnetic field, as
formulated in (4.7).

In this thesis, all three types of RF field dependences known in literature
(linear, quadratic and exponential) have been applied to all superconducting circuit
elements RS, LSS, and LSn, as presented below in eq. (4.5 – 4.7).

For Linear dependence on RF magnetic field H:

RS = RS 0 (1 + rH (i - 1));
LSS = LSS 0 (1 + lH (i - 1));

(4.5)

LSn = LSn0 (1 + lH (i - 1));
For Quadratic dependence on RF magnetic field:

RS = RS 0 (1 + r1 H (i - 1) + r 2 H 2 (i - 1));
LSS = LSS 0 (1 + l1 H (i - 1) + l2 H 2 (i - 1));
LSn = LSn0 (1 + l1 H (i - 1) + l2 H 2 (i - 1));

(4.6)
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For Exponential dependence on RF magnetic field:

RS = RS 0 (1 + a exp(bH (i - 1)));
(4.7)

LSS = LSS 0 (1 + c exp(dH (i - 1)));
LSn = LSn0 (1 + c exp(dH (i - 1)));

where r, r1, r2, l, l1, l2, a, b, c, d are fitting constants; RS0 is the value of
superconducting surface resistance, LSS0 is the value of superconducting surface
inductance, and LSn0 is the value of normal electron surface inductance for H=0; (i-1)
describes an iterative approach for calculations, where i is a corresponding point at
given frequency.

The expressions (4.5 – 4.7) were integrated into the derived transmitted RF
power equations, namely into eq. (4.3) and (4.4), so the resulting equations have
capabilities to model superconducting properties and nonlinear effects in the
superconducting dielectric resonator.

4.2

Computations

of

transmitted

RF

power

of

superconducting resonators using models ‘B’ and ‘C’
Computations of the transmitted power and sensitivity investigation of the
model fitting coefficients are necessary for complete model analysis. Hence,
simulations of the transmitted RF power of the superconducting microwave resonator,
using the two proposed models ‘B’ and ‘C’ (Fig. 4.6 , Fig. 4.7), along with the derived
equations (4.3, 4.4), applying three different function dependences (4.5 – 4.7), have
been performed using the Matlab software. An iterative computational method has
been applied to obtain the transmitted RF power P on frequency dependence. At each
frequency point wi, the values of the complex inductances and resistance were
computed using the magnitude of power P taken at the previous frequency point, P(wi1).
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In order to investigate any model, its corresponding model parameters relevant
to the measurement system, need to be determined. For the simulations conducted in
this chapter, the following values of models’ parameters have been identified:

1) For the resonator: The resonant frequency of the microwave dielectric
resonator was assumed to be 10GHz and hence the values of parameters C and
L were taken as the following: C=10-12F, L=2.5´10-10H. The surface
resistance R of the resonator metal walls was assumed to be R=3´10-4W.

2) For the Superconductor: Typical parameters of the HTS thin film –
YBa2Cu3O7 has been used in the computations, namely l =1.4´10-7m and
RS0=5´10-4W. Hence, LSS0=LSn0 (LSS=LSn0=µ0l, where µ0=1.25x10-6H/m),
thus LSS0=LSn0=1.8´10-13H. The values for the fitting coefficients r, r1, r2, l,
l1, l2, a, b, c and d have been selected in a way to fit the data of measured P(f)
dependences of YBCO thin films at 10GHz using the “Black box” modelling
approach: r=1.6´10-2, l=1.1´10-3, r1=4.1´10-2, l1=1.8´10-3, r2=3.2´10-7,
l2=2´10-8, a=9.5´10-1, b=2´10-2, c=3.2´10-2, d=2.5´10-2, f0=10GHz.

Results of the simulations for the models ‘B’ and ‘C’ for all types of nonlinear
dependences on HRF, with parameters assumed as described earlier, are shown in Fig.
4.8 and Fig. 4.9 respectively.
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Fig. 4.8 Simulated RF power for the network illustrated in Fig. 4.6 - model ‘B’
(f0=10GHz)
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Fig. 4.9 Simulated RF power for the network shown in Fig. 4.7 - model ‘C’
(f0 = 10GHz)

Due to the differences in equivalent circuits for the models ‘B’ and ‘C’, the
corresponding effective RS and effective LSS, LSn elements are different, leading to the
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different maximum power and Q-factor values of the corresponding resonance curves.
For the model ‘B’, RS was calculated as 1.25x10-4W, and for the model ‘C’ RS was
5x10-4W, four times higher than for the model ‘B’. The reactance X for the model ‘B’
was 5.65x10-3W, and for the model ‘C’ X=1.13x10-2W. Thus, the impedance Z for the
model ‘B’ was 5.63x10-3W and for the model ‘C’ Z equalled 1.13x10-2W, leading to
the differences in Pmax values of the two models and higher Q-factor of the model ‘B’.

In order to examine the sensitivity of the fitting parameters of the models,
simulations with varying values of the corresponding fitting coefficients in related
mathematical dependences: r, r1, r2, l, l1, l2, a, b, c and d have been performed for
the two models (‘B’ and ‘C’). Each parameter was changed at a time for the linear,
quadratic and exponential dependences. The ideal curve in all graphs presented in this
chapter denotes the case when corresponding fitting parameters equal zero.

The following Fig. 4.10, Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12 illustrate computed responses
for the linear (4.5), quadratic (4.6), and exponential (4.7) dependences respectively
for the model ‘C’ (Fig. 4.7), computed using eq. (4.4).
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As can be observed in Fig. 4.10 (a) the fitting parameter r related to RS affects
the maximum power values of the system, with the higher values of r the response
function becomes smaller and wider, lowering Q values of the resonator. The values
of l for results of Fig. 4.10 (a) were the same: l=2.77x10-5. The sensitivity of the
change in Q with variations in r (DQ/Dr) was calculated as 2.53x106, while the
sensitivity of the change in maximum power with change in r (DPmax/Dr) equalled
6x104.

The Fig. 4.10 (b) shows the case of varying l parameter related to both LSS and
LSn. The value of r for this case were the same: r=5.1x10-4. As can be seen, parameter
l affects only the frequency change of the resonant curves, showing that the higher
values of l the higher nonlinear effects. The sensitivity of the change in resonance
frequency f0 with the change in fitting parameter l (Df0/Dl) was calculated as 5.2x106.

Fig. 4.11 shows simulation results for varying nonlinear parameters of the
quadratic complex dependence for the circuit ‘C’ (Fig. 4.7):
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Fig. 4.11 Simulated RF power for varying fitting coefficients for quadratic
dependence for model ‘C’ in Fig. 4.7.
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Fig. 4.11 (a) reflects the case where the parameters r1 and r2 related to the
complex RS of the quadratic case were manipulated. When the parameter r1 was
changing, the value of the coefficient r2 was as defined earlier 3.2´10-7, and when r2
was varied, r1 was 4.1´10-.2 The sensitivity values were DPmax/Dr=2.475x104 and
DQ/Dr=1.29x106.

Components of the nonlinear inductances (LSS and LSn) such as l1 and l2 were
investigated in Fig. 4.11 (b). Similarly, the results illustrate a comparative behaviour
of the fitting coefficients with the linear case, where the resonant frequency is only
affected. The sensitivity of the change in resonance frequency f0 with the change in
fitting parameter l (Df0/Dl) was 2.67x106.

Fig. 4.12 illustrates two cases where the fitting parameters a, b, c, and d of the
exponential dependence (eq. 4.7) were varied in relation to the nonlinear network
elements RS and LSS, LSn respectively.
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As can be observed in Fig. 4.12 (a), varying the parameters a and b of the
nonlinear surface resistance affects the magnitude of the resonance curve, similar to
the corresponding parameters of the linear and quadratic dependences. The sensitivity
of the change in Q with variations in a (DQ/Da) had the value of 5.74x104, while the
sensitivity of the change in the maximum power with change in a (DPmax/Da) was
3x102.

Fig. 4.12 (b) illustrates value variations of parameters c and d linked to
nonlinear inductance elements of a superconductor LSS and LSn. As expected,
simulated results demonstrate that changing the parameters c and d tilts the resonance
curves towards either higher or lower frequencies. The sensitivity value of the change
in frequency with the change in c (Df0 /Dc) was 1.5x104.

Simulated results for the model ‘B’ (presented in Fig. 4.6) are shown below
(Figs. 4.13 – 4.15). Fig. 4.13 illustrates results of simulated Power versus frequency
for the linear dependence of the superconducting surface resistance RS and
inductances LSS and LSn.
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for model ‘B’ in Fig. 4.6.
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Similar to the results of the model ‘C’ in Fig. 4.7, the change in the parameter

r, shown in Fig. 4.13 (a), affects the magnitude of the resonance curves, while the
variation of the parameter l (Fig. 4.13 (b), linked to the superconductor inductances,
tilts the resonance responses towards nonlinear forms with increased values of l. The
sensitivity of the change in quality factor with the change in r (DQ/Dr) was calculated
as 2.19x107, being approximately one order of magnitude higher if comparing to the
reported earlier value of 2.53x106 for the model ‘C’. The sensitivity of the change in
the maximum power with the variations in r (DPmax/Dr) was 2.5x105, also almost one
order of magnitude higher comparing to stated earlier value of 6x104 for the model
‘C’. The calculations of the sensitivity for the resonance frequency with dependence
on the l parameter produced a value of 4.6x106, similar to the model ‘C’ value of
5.2x106 reported earlier.

The simulated responses depicted in Fig. 4.14 reflect the case of small
variations of the fitting parameters in terms of the nonlinear quadratic components RS
and LSS/LSn. The parameters r1 and r2 are linked to the surface resistance RS, and the
parameters l1 and l2 are related to the inductances LSS and LSn.
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Fig. 4.14 Simulated RF power for varying coefficients for quadratic dependence for
model ‘B’ in Fig. 4.6.
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Both graphs (Fig. 4.14a and 4.14b) illustrate that small changes in the
corresponding fitting coefficients barely bring any charges to the resonance curves,
resulting in no system sensitivity.

Simulations of the exponential nonlinear dependence for the model ‘B’ are
illustrated in Fig. 4.15, which again includes two pairs of fitting parameters such as a,
b and d, c related to the RS and LSS/LSn components respectively.
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Fig. 4.15 Simulated change of RF power magnitude for varying fitting coefficients
for exponential nonlinear dependences of RF power P vs frequency f of the model
‘B’ in Fig. 4.6.

The similar behaviour to model ‘C’ in terms of the shift in the resonance
amplitude (Fig. 4.15 (a)), and the change of the resonance frequency (Fig. 4.15 (b)) is
observed here. The sensitivity values of the maximum power Pmax, quality factor Q
and frequency f were: DPmax/Da=6.95x102 (higher than for the model ‘C’ with the
value of 3x102; DQ/Da= 2.179x104 (lower than for the model ‘C’: 5.735x104); and
Df0/Dc=1.3x104 (almost identical with the model ‘C’: 1.5x104).
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In summary, obtained results show that varying of the coefficients, related to
surface resistance RS, mostly affects the amplitude of the resonance responses, as
expected; while changing the coefficients referred to inductances tilts the resonance
curves towards either higher or lower frequencies. The outlined behaviour based on
the coefficients variations confirms the application of proper physical approach
engineered for the proposed models.

All numerical values of fitting coefficients were selected in a way that enabled
observation of the changes in shapes of resonance curves at frequency deviation limits
of ± 1MHz at the resonance frequency f0 of 10GHz. It needs to be mentioned that the
strong increase in values of the fitting coefficients in equations (4.5 – 4.7) may lead
to the simulated ‘overload’ responses of the systems, where highly unstable behaviour
of the power curve can be observed.

In terms of the parameters identification, the model-fitting parameters used in
the calculations are temperature and frequency dependent constants. To identify the
circuit fitting parameters r, r1, r2, l, l1, l2, a, b, c and d, first a resonator with a
superconductor needs to be measured at low RF power levels when values of the
fitting parameters are negligible. This enables to identify the values of the surface
resistance RS0 and inductances LSS0 and LSn0. Thus, from the equations (4.5 – 4.7) the
fitting parameters can be identified for all three nonlinear dependences.

The selected models ‘B’ and ‘C’ (presented in Fig. 4.6 and 4.7) could be used
for simulations of nonlinear effects of HTS films in resonant structures at wide range
of power. It is believed that the developed lumped element models can also contribute
towards development of dedicated CAD tools for electronic circuits analysis. Having
discussed the potentials of the selected models, it also needs to be mentioned that the
main problem with precise modelling of nonlinear effects at elevated power levels is
that the physical phenomena in superconductors cannot always be closely
approximated by linear, quadratic or even exponential dependencies in the process of
simulations, because the nature of nonlinearities is not clearly understood and may
require further research. However, as was shown in this chapter, it is possible to model
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the nonlinear properties of HTS thin films with a good approximation and identify
appropriate fitting coefficients for simulated nonlinear dependences.

It also needs to be mentioned that the exponential model can also be
considered in investigations of intermodulation distortion (IMD) and harmonic
generation of superconducting resonators. However, one needs to keep in mind that
certain physical mechanisms responsible for nonlinearities, like excitation of vortices
at higher power levels, could play more dominant role at different stages of the
modelling.
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CHAPTER 5
Experimental investigation of microwave properties of
YBa2Cu3O7 and NdBa2Cu3O7 thin films
and microstrip resonators
As was stated before in Chapter 1 of this manuscript, the second goal of this
thesis (after lumped element modelling presented in Chapter 4) was to investigate if
there is any other HTS material that exhibits smaller nonlinear effects than found in
the widely used YBCO superconductor that could be used in microwave
superconducting circuits. As is known, YBCO superconductors exhibit much lower
surface resistance than conventional conductors at high frequencies, and this property
enabled them to dominate the market of superconducting microwave devices.
However, as was shown in Chapter 2.2, superconducting YBCO materials are
susceptible to nonlinear effects at elevated power levels. Thus, as discussed earlier,
the NdBCO superconductor was considered as a material of choice and a top HTS
candidate for investigation to determine if it is able to yield smaller surface resistance
and less nonlinearity than YBCO at higher power levels.

As was presented in Chapter 1, the NdBa2Cu3O7 cuprates demonstrated a few
key benefits in comparison to YBa2Cu3O7, namely a higher critical temperature TC
recorded at 94K [1-2], and a higher critical current density JC with maximum values
of 106A/cm2 [3-4]. The surface resistance (RS) of NdBCO films on MgO substrate
was listed as 230µW at 10GHz and 77K [2], lower than of YBCO films, approximately
300-400µW at 10GHz and 77K [3]. In the author’s earlier work (co-authored with
others) [5], NdBCO films with different thickness (50nm and 700/800nm) deposited
on MgO substrates without and with a 25nm YBCO buffer layer showed excellent
values of intrinsic RSint of 0.52mW and 4.48mW at 25GHz and 19K, JC of
approximately 0.75MA/cm2 and 5.8MA/cm2 at 77K, with TC of 88K and 93.9K
respectively. However, the 700/800nm NdBCO films, reported in [5] exhibited
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effective measured RS of 750µW at 10GHz, almost twice the values of equivalent
morphological quality commercial YBCO films, making those samples unsuitable for
microwave applications. Nevertheless, it needs to be mentioned that there has been
only very limited research conducted on microwave properties of NdBCO material
[6-11], in part due to the wide commercial availability of high quality YBCO films on
large area substrates. Also, to the author’s knowledge, no investigations of the
nonlinear properties of NdBCO cuprates have been conducted in the past, thus
creating a gap of knowledge of the potential of this material for microwave
applications.

In this chapter, a comparison of microwave properties of YBa2Cu3O7 (YBCO)
and NdBa2Cu3O7 (NdBCO) thin films on MgO substrates is presented. The
microwave measurements of the thin films were performed at a frequency of 25 GHz,
as a function of temperature as well as RF input power, using a Hakki-Coleman
sapphire dielectric resonator. The YBCO and NdBCO films were deposited on MgO
substrates of 0.5mm using the thermal co-evaporation technique [1]. The NdBCO
films incorporated 25nm YBCO buffer layers deposited on MgO. Other parameters
of the films were:
YBCO: TC = 87.4K; JC = 2.6MA/cm2; 700nm film thickness.
NdBCO: TC = 93.8K; JC = 5.8MA/cm2; 600nm film thickness.
Both sets of films were manufactured at Ceraco, Germany [6].

To investigate microwave properties of the YBCO and NdBCO thin films, the
unloaded Q0 factor and the surface resistance RS of the films have been calculated
from values of loaded Q and coupling coefficients computed from S21, S11 and S22
measurements with the dependence on temperature, with results presented in section
5.2 below. More detailed analysis of the measurement system and calculation
procedures is presented in the following subchapter.

As discussed in Chapter 2.2, the surface resistance increases very little in the
low field region (Hrf < 10Oe), with the normally quadratic increase in the intermediate
fields (10Oe < Hrf < 50Oe), and at high fields (Hrf > 50-300Oe) RS rises faster than the
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quadratic increase. As a consequence, the elevated levels of nonlinear RS at higher
power levels lead to performance limitations of microwave devices. Therefore, to
investigate nonlinear microwave properties of YBCO and NdBCO films, a separate
set of measurements has been performed at various power levels (-5dBm to 25dBm),
with the results of the power investigation provided later in this chapter. The onset of
nonlinear effects in YBCO and NdBCO films has also been identified and presented.

In order to conduct a more complete analysis and comparison of YBCO and
NdBCO materials not only in superconducting thin films, but also in microwave
devices, three NdBCO (R1N, R2N, R3N) and two YBCO (R1Y, R2Y) microstrip
resonators, manufactured in Tsinghua University, China in cooperation with Professor
Bin Wei, have been investigated. The films for the resonators were purchased by the
James Cook University from Ceraco, Germany. In this chapter, the measured results
of the transmission coefficient S21 dependence on power and temperature, along with
the computed dependence of quality factor Q0 and surface resistance RS on
temperature and RF signal power for YBCO and NdBCO resonators are presented and
evaluated. Similar to the thin film nonlinear properties evaluation, the onset of
nonlinearities in the YBCO and NdBCO resonators has also been examined in this
chapter.

5.1 Measurement system for microwave characterisation of
YBCO and NdBCO films
In order to measure the surface resistance RS of the YBCO and NdBCO thin
films, a Hakki-Coleman silver plated sapphire resonator working at the TE011 mode at
25GHz was used. The sapphire rod was manufactured from a very high purity crystal
with losses (tand) assessed not to exceed 5×10-8. Fig. 5.1 shows the diagram of the
Hakki-Coleman resonator. The parameters of the resonator were: sapphire rod
diameter = 3.98mm, height = 3.975mm, cavity diameter = 9.25mm, cavity height =
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4mm, geometrical factors AS = 561.3, Amet = 12,162.3, pd = 0.9464, surface resistance
of the lateral copper wall Rm = 25mW, permittivity of the sapphire, er^ = 9.38.

Fig. 5.1 Schematic diagram of Hakki-Coleman test resonator (after [13]).

The resonator was designed to have a high concentration of EM energy in the
top and bottom HTS plates, and was manufactured with high precision (tolerance of
0.1µm). The Hakki-Coleman resonator technique requires two HTS films for
measurements of RS. The average RS of the two HTS thin films is obtained from the
loss equation (2.2.20) introduced in Chapter 2.2. The Fig. 5.2 shows the inner structure
of the sapphire resonator used in this dissertation.
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Fig. 5.2 Inner structure of a 25GHz Hakki-Coleman resonator used in this thesis,
with one of the endplates removed (photo by the author).

A Hakki-Coleman dielectric resonator with films under test was inserted into
a dewar as shown in Fig. 5.3 The resonator is tightly secured to the brass plate using
a solid brass strip and screws.

Fig. 5.3 25GHz Hakki-Coleman resonator inside a vacuum dewar (photo by the
author).

The microwave characterisation of the YBCO and NdBCO films was
conducted implementing a two-stage closed cycle Stirling cryocooler, Agilent PNA
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E8364B, a temperature controller LTC-10 and a desktop computer, as shown in Fig.
5.4. A purposely designed software specifically written for data login and temperature
controls, with implementation of the LabView program, was used in all
measurements.
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Fig. 5.4 Cryogenic microwave measurement system (after [14]).

To ensure the highest possible accuracy in computed values, the loaded QLfactor and coupling coefficients b1 and b2 of the resonator were determined from
multi-frequency measurements of S21, S11 and S22 parameters obtained around the
resonance using the Transmission Mode Quality Factor (TMQF) Technique,
mentioned in Chapter 3, for data processing. The TMQF method enables to obtain
accurate values of surface resistance accounting for factors such as noise, delays due
to uncompensated transmission lines, and crosstalk occurring in measured data. The
unloaded Q0-factor was calculated from the exact equation Q0 = QL (1 + b1 + b 2 ) ,
using the TMQF method for all temperatures. For each temperature, 1601 points of
S21, S11 and S22 parameters around the resonance were logged and the measured valued
fitted to circles on the complex plane to compute coupling coefficients, loaded QL and
unloaded Q0 factors.
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The dielectric resonator with embedded superconducting samples, mounted
inside the vacuum dewar, was cooled down to around 18K, and the S parameters were
measured around the resonant frequency up to 89K for YBCO films and 95K for
NdBCO samples. The RF signal power was 0dBm for non-power dependent
measurements. The surface resistance RS of YBCO and NdBCO thin films on MgO
substrates was computed using the software SUPER [15], based on the equation
(2.2.20). The following sections show microwave measurements results obtained by
the author during the course of work on this thesis.

5.2 Results of microwave characterisation of YBCO and
NdBCO thin films on MgO substrates

Measurements of YBCO and NdBCO thin films have been performed for a
temperature range of 18K – 89K for YBCO films and 18K – 95K for NdBCO films.
The critical temperature of the manufactured samples was TC = 87.4K for YBCO
films; and TC = 93.8K for NdBCO films. As was stated earlier, the power was set to
0dBm for all non-power dependent measurements. The calculated values of Q0,
obtained from values of loaded Q and coupling coefficients computed from S21, S11
and S22, as a function of temperature are presented in Fig. 5.5 and 5.6.
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Fig. 5.5 Temperature dependence on unloaded quality factor of
YBCO thin films (1-2) at 25GHz and 0dBm.

Fig. 5.6 Temperature dependence on unloaded quality factor of
NdBCO thin films (1-2) at 25GHz and 0dBm.
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As can be observed from Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6, NdBCO films show higher Q0 factor
and higher critical temperature than YBCO films, as was expected.

The temperature dependences of the surface resistance RS of YBCO (films 12) and NdBCO (films 1-2) measured at input RF Power of 0dBm at frequency of
25GHz is presented in Fig. 5.7.

Fig. 5.7 Surface resistance RS of YBCO thin films (1-2) and NdBCO thin films (1-2)
on MgO substrate at 25GHz and 0dBm versus temperature.

As can be observed in Fig. 5.7, measured temperature characteristics of the surface
resistance for the YBCO buffered NdBCO films under test exhibited lower
dependence on temperature as commercially available YBCO films. Obtained results
illustrate that the bigger difference in RS occurred at high temperatures close to YBCO
critical temperature where at 81K the surface resistance of YBCO was 6.06mW, while
NdBCO samples showed 4.46mW, and at 83K with YBCO films demonstrating
8.98mW and NdBCO films displaying lower RS of 5.18mW. At the temperature of
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85K the RS of YBCO was 26.06mW while NdBCO was 6.55mW, the big difference
explained by the temperature shift due to higher TC, as expected. However, the smaller
RS change of approximately 0.3-0.6mW is observed for the remaining temperature
range of 19-79K.

The error analysis in the measurement results of the surface resistance RS can
be conducted knowing the accuracy of the unloaded Q-factor, as well as the
uncertainty in the remaining constants presented in equation (2.2.20) [16]. Thus, the
most probable relative errors in measured values of the surface resistance RS in the
25GHz resonator were computed as [16]:
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The following values of individual errors in (5.1) were assumed as:
∆78 0

6

78

6 =±2%,

∆9
9
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=±2%,

where values of relative errors in the Q0-factor, geometrical factors A and in the
surface resistance of the resonator’s walls Rm were assessed in [16], taking into
consideration, as mentioned before, the accuracy in resonator’s manufacturing and
how the unloaded Q-factor was computed. Values of errors in RS measurements were
computed against NdBCO film data and are presented in Fig. 5.8 on a right-hand side
bar.
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Fig. 5.8 Surface resistance of NdBCO films (1-2) and most probable error vs
temperature at 25GHz.

As can be observed, the computed most probable errors in RS measurements based on
(5.1) were in the range from 2% to 3.8% for 25GHz resonator. The most probable
error range for the YBCO thin film data is similar.

5.2.1 Results of microwave power characterisation of YBCO and
NdBCO thin films on MgO substrates at different power levels

To enable investigation of microwave properties of YBCO and NdBCO films
under varying RF input power PRF, a 20dB microwave amplifier was employed
between the VNA and the 25GHz resonator. The power range varied from -5dBm to
+25dBm with a 5 dBm step. In this configuration, an attenuator was not required due
to the VNA high power capabilities handling up to +40dBm. With this setup, it was
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not possible to measure S11 parameter at the input of the resonator, and hence the
computations of RS were performed using the conventional 3dB method.

The influence of RF power from -5dBm to +25dBm on the surface resistance
of YBCO and NdBCO films is shown in detail in Fig 5.9 and 5.10 for various
temperatures.

Fig. 5.9 Surface resistance versus RF power for YBCO films (1-2)
for various temperatures.
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Fig. 5.10 Surface resistance versus RF power for NdBCO films (1-2)
for various temperatures.

From the above results, it is clearly visible that the increase of RS for YBCO
films starts approximately at temperature of 82K, and in NdBCO films under test the
increase is observable at 88K and higher.

To identify the onset of nonlinear effects in the YBCO and NdBCO films, a
two segment piecewise linear approximation of measurement results was performed.
The change in RS for the 30dBm increase (from -5dBm to 25dBm) in RF input power
normalised to the value of surface resistance at 77K and 0dBm, DpRS, is shown in Fig.
5.11 and 5.12 for YBCO and NdBCO films respectively. DpRS was computed as:

∆< 𝑅$ =

𝑅$ (25𝑑𝐵𝑚) − 𝑅$ (−5𝑑𝐵𝑚)|FGH1IJK
𝑅$ (0𝑑𝐵𝑚)|FGMMN

(5.2)
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Fig. 5.11 Normalised change in RS of YBCO films (1-2) for DPRF from -5dBm to
+25dBm at 25GHz.

Fig. 5.12 Normalised change in RS of NdBCO films (1-2) versus temperature for
DPRF from -5dBm to +25dBm at 25GHz.
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The average value of the linear regression of DpRS below 80K for YBCO films (Fig.
5.11) was 6.7%, and for the NdBCO films (Fig. 5.12) was 3.2%.
Applying a two segment piecewise linear approximation of measurement
results, the onset of nonlinear effects can be defined in the YBCO films at temperature
of approximately 84K, and in the NdBCO films at approximately 88K. Hence, it is
possible to assume that the NdBCO films exhibit better power handling capabilities
than YBCO films. As far as the accuracy of the two segment piecewise linear fitting
technique is concerned, it depends on the number of points obtained. As visible from
Fig. 5.11 and 5.12, there is only a small number of points available for higher
temperatures, thus the accuracy of the results lacks certain precision at higher
temperatures. The results of this investigation have been submitted for publication in
the Advances in Science and Technology journal.

In summary, smaller nonlinear effects of NdBCO films could give them an
advantage over YBCO films for microwave applications to microwave filters. In order
to conduct a more complete and comprehensive investigation, YBCO and NdBCO
microstrip resonators and filters were manufactured in cooperation with the Tsinghua
University, China. The microwave characterisation of the resonators was conducted
by the author of this thesis with results presented in the next few sections.

5.3 Design of YBCO and NdBCO microstrip resonators
As shown in the previous section, NdBCO superconducting films exhibit
better power handling capabilities than YBCO superconducting films in terms of
nonlinearities at higher power levels. Thus, smaller nonlinear effects of NdBCO films
might give them an advantage over YBCO films in mobile network applications. In
this regards, for the purpose of more complete research and analysis of YBCO and
NdBCO materials and microwave devices, microstrip resonators were designed,
manufactured, and investigated. As was stated before, the films for the resonators
were purchased by the James Cook University (JCU) from Ceraco, Germany. The
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original design of the resonators was provided by the author of this thesis to Tsinghua
University, China, where in cooperation with Professor Bin Wei, three NdBCO (R1N,
R2N, R3N) and two YBCO (R1Y, R2Y) microstrip resonators were manufactured
with slight modifications in the original design.

The Ceraco YBCO and NdBCO films on MgO substrates were double sided
(covered with a superconducting layer on both sides), hence the thermal coevaporation process had to be repeated. An additional layer of gold with thickness of
200nm was co-evaporated for contacts. As stated before in this chapter, the NdBCO
films also had a 25nm YBCO buffer layer.
The films characteristics were as following:
-

YBCO films: 10x10mm, 500nm YBCO double sided, with 200nm Au
double sided, 0.5mm MgO substrate, both sides polished.

-

NdBCO films: 10x10mm, YBCO buffered NdBCO films, 600nm double
sided, 0.5mm MgO substrate, 200nm Au double sided, both sides polished.

YBCO and NdBCO thin films in preparation for manufacturing of microstrip
resonators are shown in Fig. 5.13.

a)

b)

Fig. 5.13 YBCO (a) and NdBCO (b) thin films fabricated at Ceraco, Germany.
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Both YBCO and NdBCO resonators had the same layout, presented in Fig.
5.14 (a). The precise etching technique was applied in resonator manufacturing. The
center frequency of the resonator was 2.171GHz. The loaded Q factor of the resonator
was 1552.7, and the unloaded Q-factor of the resonator can be calculated according
to the eq. (2.2.22) given in Chapter 2. It was assumed that S11 = S22 = -39.9dB, hence
the calculated unloaded Q factor can be computed as 1.53 x 105.

a)

b)

Fig. 5.14 Layout (a) of the YBCO and NdBCO resonators, and (b) components of a
resonator package.

Fig 5.14 (b) illustrates the main components of the resonator package, namely:

1. A pair of SMA connectors;
2. Au coated main body of the package, including the bottom plate and the shield
walls;
3. HTS resonator;
4. Au coated cover plate;
5. Screws

The top view of the HTS microstrip resonator is illustrated in Fig. 5.15 (a), with
the actual pictures of the fabricated resonators shown in Fig. 5.15 (b).
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a)

b)

Fig. 5.15 (a) HTS microstrip resonator package; (b) HTS microstrip resonators.

The simulated response of the resonator, computed at the Tsinghua University,

S21

is shown in Fig 5.16 with the resonant frequency of 1963.5MHz.

Fig. 5.16 Simulated response of HTS microstrip resonators (Y-axis: S21 (dB)).
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5.4 Measured transmission coefficient S21 dependence on
power and temperature of YBCO and NdBCO microstrip
resonators
In order to investigate the influence of RF input power on the surface
resistance of both types of resonators, a similar power measurement setup was
implemented as described in section 5.1 for superconducting films. In this section,
measured results for YBCO and NdBCO resonators at temperatures of 25K, 77K and
87K (YBCO), 90K (NdBCO) are presented. The power levels were varied from 5dBm to +30dBm with a 5dBm step increase.

Figs. 5.17 and 5.18 show the resonance dependences of transmission
coefficient S21 on frequency for YBCO (R3Y) and NdBCO (R1N) resonators
respectively at 25K at various applied power levels. Other measured resonators
showed similar behaviour, therefore they are not presented in this chapter for a concise
account.

Fig. 5.17 Transmission coefficient of YBCO resonator R3Y at 25K at varying power
levels.
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Fig. 5.18 Transmission coefficient of NdBCO (R1N) resonator at 25K for varying
power levels.

The same frequency scale was applied to both graphs. From Figs. 5.17 and
5.18 it is visible that the microwave signal strength has a relatively little influence on
the value of the transmission coefficient S21 at lower power levels for both resonators,
with some nonlinear effects appearing at +15dBm and above, with the strongest one
detected at +30dBm as expected.

Fig. 5.19 and 5.20 show measured S21 results for YBCO (R3Y) and NdBCO
(R1N) resonators at 77K.
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Fig. 5.19 S21 of YBCO (R3Y) resonator at 77K for varying power levels.

Fig. 5.20 S21 of NdBCO (R1N) resonator at 77K for varying power levels.

The results presented in Figs. 5.19 and 5.20 show visible nonlinear effects at
+30dBm for both resonators. Starting from +15dBm and higher, YBCO films
illustrate more visible widening effect of the resonance curves, meaning the
corresponding influence on Q factor.
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Figs. 5.21 and 5.22 display S21 characteristics for temperatures of 87K and
90K for YBCO and NdBCO resonators respectively.

Fig. 5.21 S21 of YBCO (R3Y) resonator at 87K for varying power levels.

Fig. 5.22 S21 of NBCO (R1N) resonator at 90K for varying power levels.

A visible widening and a slight shift of the S21 curve at 87K for the YBCO
resonator under RF power of +30dBm indicates the presence of nonlinear effects. The
NdBCO resonator shows higher Q values and less visible nonlinearities at temperature
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of 90K, comparing to the YBCO resonator at 87K. Obviously, the power effects at +
30dBm are still present, shifting the top of the curves towards smaller frequencies for
both resonators. The power effect of shifting the curves is also noticeable for levels
starting from +15dBm and higher, but not with the degree observed at +30dBm for
both resonators.

5.5 Computed dependence of quality factor Q0 and surface
resistance RS on temperature and RF signal power for
YBCO and NdBCO resonators.
As stated earlier in Chapter 3 and this chapter, to obtain the unloaded Q0 a
sophisticated Transmission Mode Quality Factor (TMQF) technique for data
processing was applied. For each temperature, 1601 points of S21, S11 and S22
parameters around the resonance were recorded and the measured values fitted to
circles on the complex plane to compute coupling coefficients, loaded QL and
unloaded Q0 factor. As was defined before, the TMQF technique enabled to eliminate
or reduce noise, impedance mismatch and phase delay from measured results. Fig.
5.23 shows the comparison of the unloaded quality factor Q0 dependence on
temperature for YBCO (R3Y) and two NdBCO (R1N and R2N) resonators computed
as an average value at 0dBm.
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Fig. 5.23 Quality factor for two NdBCO (R1N and R2N) resonators computed as an
average value, and YBCO (R3Y) resonator at 0dBm.

For comparison, results of the two NdBCO resonators have been presented as
an average. As illustrated, the NdBCO resonator has much higher Q0 than YBCO
resonator at lower temperatures, with the difference of almost 30% at 20K: NdBCO
Q0 of 92198, YBCO Q0 of 71600. The difference becomes smaller closer to 80K
(NdBCO Q0 of 28965 at 81K, YBCO Q0 of 21946 at 81K), with the behaviour
becoming more consistent towards TC of corresponding superconductors.

As far as the uncertainty of the measurement results is concerned, it can be
caused by instrument limitations; by unequal coupling; or by coupling losses [17]. In
the conducted measurements it was assumed that the instrument limitations were less
than 1%, taking into account the TMQF technique for data processing that reduces
noise, impedance mismatch and phase delay. The coupling was assumed equal and
coupling losses negligible.
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Fig 5.24 illustrates the dependence of the effective surface resistance,
computed according to eq. (2.2.21), on power for YBCO resonator at various
temperatures.

Fig. 5.24 Surface resistance vs RF power for different temperatures for YBCO
(R3Y) microstrip resonator.

As can be seen, the RS values become higher with the temperature increase,
with the biggest increase detected from 86K to 87K, near the critical temperature. The
surface resistance also rises with higher power levels, increasing steeper in the range
from +15dBm to +30dBm.

Similar investigations of RS vs Power were conducted for NdBCO resonators,
with results for R1N resonator shown in Fig. 5.25 and R2N resonator in Fig. 5.26.
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Fig. 5.25 Surface resistance vs RF power for different temperatures for NdBCO
(R1N) microstrip resonator.

Fig. 5.26 Surface resistance vs RF power for different temperatures for NdBCO
(R2N) microstrip resonator.
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As can be observed from Fig. 5.25 and 5.26, both NdBCO resonators show
similar behaviour of RS with varying power levels, with the only difference visible at
93K where RS is higher for R1N resonator at middle power ranges between +5dBm
to +20dBm, while showing slightly lower value at +30dBm. In general, the behaviour
of RS(P) lies within an expected pattern of RS rising with the increase of power.

Comparing the two types of resonators, YBCO and NdBCO, it is visible that
both resonators show similar rise of RS with increased power, but NdBCO resonators
have higher critical temperatures and lower RS at corresponding temperatures, for
example:
YBCO R3Y resonator at 77K: RS = 0.144mW;
NdBCO R1N resonator at 77K: RS = 0.119mW;
NdBCO R2N resonator at 77K: RS = 0.12mW;

Closer to critical temperatures of corresponding materials the following RS values
were detected:
YBCO R3Y resonator at 87K: RS = 1.64mW;
NdBCO R1N resonator at 93K: RS = 3.66mW;
NdBCO R2N resonator at 93K: RS = 4.06mW;

For the highest value of temperature at 87K for YBCO resonator (RS = 1.64mW) the
following values of RS were measured for NdBCO resonators:
NdBCO R1N resonator at 88K: RS = 0.359mW;
NdBCO R2N resonator at 87K: RS = 0.282mW;

As can be seen and as was expected, NdBCO resonators showed smaller
surface resistance values at elevated power levels at corresponding temperatures, than
YBCO resonators. Their power handling capabilities also extended to higher
temperatures due to higher TC of NdBCO resonators.
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In order to identify nonlinear effects with the onset of nonlinearities in the
YBCO and NdBCO resonators, a two segment piecewise linear approximation was
used as described earlier in this chapter. The change in RS for 35dBm increase in RF
input power normalised to RS at 77K and 0dBm is presented in Fig. 5.27 and 5.28 for
YBCO and NdBCO resonators respectively. It was computed as (5.2):

∆< 𝑅$ =

𝑅$ (30𝑑𝐵𝑚) − 𝑅$ (−5𝑑𝐵𝑚)|FGH1IJK
𝑅$ (0𝑑𝐵𝑚)|FGMMN

(5.2)

Fig. 5.27 Measured change in RS of YBCO (R3Y) resonator for DPRF from -5dBm to
30dBm.

As visible, the measurements of nonlinear effects under varying RF power
from -5dBm to +30dBm showed that the onset of nonlinearities occurs approximately
at 85K for YBCO resonator.
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The same approach was applied to calculate the measured change in RS for
NdBCO resonator for varying power from -5dBm to +30dBm, with results shown in
Fig. 5.28.

Fig. 5.28 Measured change in RS of NdBCO (R1N) resonator for DPRF from -5dBm
to 30dBm.

As can be observed in Fig. 5.28, the onset of nonlinearities occurs
approximately at 91K for NdBCO resonator.

In summary, the experimental investigation of microwave properties of
YBa2Cu3O7 and NdBa2Cu3O7 thin films and microstrip resonators, presented in this
chapter under varying RF power levels, showed that the onset of nonlinearities
occurred at approximately 88K for NdBCO films and 91K for NdBCO resonators,
while the onset values were approximately 84K for YBCO films and 85K for YBCO
resonators. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that the NdBCO thin films and
NdBCO microstrip resonators showed better power handling capabilities than the
YBCO thin films and YBCO microstrip resonator.
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The microwave investigation also showed that the corresponding surface
resistance of both NdBCO films and resonators was lower than RS of YBCO films
and resonators with the most probable error calculated between 2% to 3.8%.
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CHAPTER 6
Discussions and conclusions
This dissertation focused on two hypotheses: the theoretical development of
an advanced lumped element model of microwave properties of superconducting
materials to include nonlinear effects for the purpose of application of the model to
analysis of performance of HTS circuits; and the experimental investigation of
microwave properties of YBa2Cu3O7 (YBCO) and NdBa2Cu3O7 (NdBCO) thin films
and microstrip resonators in order to establish if there is any other material that
exhibits smaller nonlinear effects than found in the widely utilised YBCO
superconductor.

As mentioned throughout the course of this thesis, nonlinear effects arising at
elevated power levels in High Temperature Superconductors (HTS) can significantly
limit HTS superior microwave characteristics. The phenomena behind nonlinearities
is still not completely understood by the scientific community. The increase in RF
losses in HTS can be attributed to various mechanisms occurring under high powers,
sometimes simultaneously, such as weak links, microwave heating, local heating
effects, vortices in weak links and vortex motion penetration. Understanding the
extent of nonlinear limitations and possibly predicting them can be a substantial
advantage in early stages of design electronic circuits. Currently, CAD models do not
account for superconducting nonlinear effects. In addition, the development of HTS
films with better power handling capabilities than widely accepted YBCO materials,
would be very useful for microwave devices. In the course of this thesis a number of
theoretical and experimental contributions have been achieved - they are:

-

A novel advanced lumped element circuit model to account for nonlinear
effects in a superconductor has been developed and analysed. In the process
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of development, three lumped element models for describing a HakkiColeman dielectric resonator with integrated superconductor, represented as a
two-fluid model, have been proposed. One superconductor model included a
novel approach proposed by the author of this thesis to represent lumped
elements of superconductor (RS, LSS and LSn) as LSn series and LSS, RS parallel
circuit combination. Complex equations to describe transmitted RF power for
each circuit have been derived by the author using the circuit theory and
rigorous mathematical algorithms (see Chapter 4).

-

To investigate the modelling of nonlinear effects of superconductors, three
nonlinear dependencies (linear, quadratic and exponential) have been applied
to nonlinear elements (RS, LSS and LSn) of the above described circuits and
examined together for the first time. To analyse all three dependencies
together is important as it is believed they describe various mechanism
responsible for nonlinearities. The linear dependence can be attributed to
microwave heating effects and weak link losses at low power levels. The
quadratic nonlinear dependence can describe a weakly coupled grain model
with magnetic field penetration at grain boundaries, and partial vortex
penetration in weak links. The exponential dependence can be associated with
vortex penetration into superconducting grains and the fluxoid motion as
possible factors contributing to the nonlinear effect. Simulations of all three
nonlinear dependencies incorporated into three RLC equivalent lumped
element models have been conducted using Matlab software. Based on
simulated results, the selected models ‘B’ and ‘C’ (Figs. 4.6 and 4.7) could be
used for simulations of nonlinear effects of HTS films in resonant structures
at wide range of power levels. It is believed that the developed lumped element
models can also contribute towards development of dedicated CAD tools for
electronic circuit analysis.

-

Thermally co-evaporated NdBa2Cu3O7 (NdBCO) thin films and resonators
have been investigated in the course of this thesis to identify if they can exhibit
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smaller nonlinear effects than found in YBa2Cu3O7 (YBCO) thin films
deposited with the same technique. While NdBCO films are known to have
higher TC and JC than YBCO films, the latter have been almost exclusively
implemented in HTS microwave applications and research due to availability
of high quality YBCO films and their relatively low prices. Also, a valuable
factor of the investigation in this thesis was that films and resonators of two
materials were deposited in the same laboratory (Ceraco, Germany) using the
same thermal co-evaporation technique. For investigation of microwave
properties of NdBCO and YBCO thin films a Hakki-Coleman 25GHz
dielectric resonator operating at the TE011 mode was implemented. To ensure
the highest possible accuracy in computed values, the loaded QL-factor and
coupling coefficients b1 and b2 of the resonator were obtained from multifrequency measurements of S21, S11 and S22 parameters measured around the
resonance using the Transmission Mode Quality Factor (TMQF) Technique,
mentioned in Chapter 3. The unloaded Q0-factor was calculated from the exact
equation Q0 = QL (1 + b1 + b 2 ) , using the TMQF method for all temperatures.
For each temperature, 1601 points of S21, S11 and S22 parameters around the
resonance were obtained and the measured values fitted to circles on the
complex plane to compute coupling coefficients, loaded QL and unloaded Q0
factors. Obtained results for the surface resistance of YBCO and NdBCO films
illustrated that NdBCO films showed lower dependence on temperature as
commercially available YBCO films. The biggest difference occurred at
higher temperatures close to the YBCO critical temperature, with RS of
YBCO: 26.06mW at 85K and RS of NdBCO: 6.55mW at 85K. At 81K the
surface resistance of YBCO was 6.06mW, while NdBCO samples showed
4.46mW, and at 83K - YBCO films demonstrated 8.98mW and NdBCO films
exhibited RS of 5.18mW. At lower temperatures between 19-79K, the
difference of RS was within 0.3-0.6mW throughout the whole stated
temperature range. Computed most probable errors in RS measurements at
25GHz (based on eq. (5.1)) were in the range from +3.2% to +3.8%.
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Power measurements have been conducted in the range from -5dBm to
+30dBm to investigate the effect of applied RF power on YBCO and NdBCO
thin film microwave properties. To identify the onset of nonlinear effects in
the films, a two segment piecewise linear approximation of measurement
results was performed. The change in RS for the 30dBm increase in RF input
power normalised to RS at 77K and 0dBm as calculated in (5.2) was analysed.
To the author’s knowledge, it is the first time that such a comparison of the
onset of nonlinear effects of YBCO and NdBCO films is presented. Obtained
results showed that the onset of nonlinear effects can be defined in the YBCO
films at a temperature of approximately 84K and in the NdBCO films at
approximately 88K.

-

In order to investigate YBCO and NdBCO materials for microwave
applications, YBCO and NdBCO stripline resonators and filters were
manufactured in cooperation with Professor Bin Wei of the Tsinghua
University, China. A comprehensive microwave investigation and comparison
of NdBCO and YBCO resonators was conducted by the author of this
dissertation under varying RF power conditions (-5dBm to +30dBm). The
centre frequency of the designed resonator was 2.171GHz. Obtained results
for the measured dependence of quality factor Q0 and surface resistance RS on
temperature and RF signal power for YBCO and NdBCO resonators showed
that NdBCO resonator had much higher Q0 than YBCO resonator at lower
temperatures, with the difference of almost 30% at 20K: NdBCO Q0 of 92198,
YBCO Q0 of 71600. The difference gets smaller closer to 80K (NdBCO Q0 of
28965 at 81K, YBCO Q0 of 21946 at 81K), with the behaviour becoming more
consistent towards TC of corresponding superconductors. Comparing two
types of resonators, YBCO and NdBCO, it was observed that both resonators
showed similar rise of RS with increased power, but NdBCO resonators had
higher critical temperatures and lower RS at corresponding temperatures.
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In order to identify nonlinear effects with the onset of nonlinearities in the
YBCO and NdBCO resonators, a two segment piecewise linear approximation
was used as described in Chapter 5. The change in RS for 35dBm increase in
RF input power normalised to RS at 77K and 0dBm is presented in Fig. 6.1 for
both YBCO and NdBCO resonators.

Fig. 6.1 Measured change in RS of YBCO and NBCO resonators for DPRFInp
from -5dBm to +30dBm.

It was observed that the onset of nonlinear effects occurred approximately at 91K for
the NdBCO resonator and approximately at 85K for the YBCO resonator. Therefore,
it can be assumed that the NdBCO resonators under test had better power handling
capabilities than the YBCO resonator.
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6.1 Summary and recommendations
In summary, the developed novel equivalent circuit lumped element RLC
model is a step forward over other RLC and LC models. The applied nonlinear
exponential dependence accounts for vortex penetration into superconducting grains
and vortex motion as dominant factors causing the increase in losses in HTS films
under high RF magnetic fields. The proposed models can be made more accurate with
more complex functions of HRF, not just one function. It needs to be mentioned that
the main problem with precise modelling of nonlinear effects at elevated power levels
is that the physical phenomena in superconductors cannot always be closely
approximated by linear, quadratic or even exponential dependencies in process of
simulation, due to the nature of nonlinearities not clearly understood and may require
further research. A mathematical model that consists of several terms representing
various basic possible physical phenomena that engage at relevant temperatures and
RF power levels seems necessary to accurately model RF properties of HTS films at
high powers. However, the development of such a model would require a better
understanding of nonlinearities in HTS materials.

In reference to the investigation of NdBCO and YBCO materials, measured
temperature characteristics of surface resistance versus temperature for the YBCO
buffered NdBCO films under test exhibited lower dependence as commercially
available YBCO films. Observed smaller nonlinear effects in NdBCO resonators
could give them an advantage over YBCO resonators for applications in microwave
filters for mobile communication technologies. However, the rigorous control of the
deposition process and appropriate template for NdBCO composition growth are
fundamental requirements for high quality materials. The conducted investigation of
the materials deposited in the same laboratory using the same co-evaporation
technique also adds valuable input to the limited body of knowledge in this area.

As far as a wider application of the improved NdBCO superconducting
compound is concerned, its better high power handling capability makes it attractive
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for applications in advanced and complex radar systems, deep-space detection,
satellite technology, emerging high-performance computing including advanced
cryogenic quantum memory technologies, and next generation communication
systems. With the electromagnetic spectrum getting more crowded due to increasing
user numbers and expanding data services, the all-HTS integrated front-end receivers
based on the improved NdBCO superconductors could also become a viable solution
to the existing technology.

